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LEADERSHIP

LEADING AN OUTSTANDING LANGUAGES
DEPARTMENT

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 03 March 2023
Monday 26 June 2023

CODE 8712

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

These are exciting and challenging times to lead in Languages.
This course will consider what excellence in a Languages department looks like, and the role of the Head
of Languages in helping to achieve and maintain such excellence. It will examine strategies for successful
recruitment of students, for optimizing teaching and learning, for managing teachers experienced
and inexperienced, and for establishing and maintaining a position for Languages within a school. It
will conclude with an overview of what the working year of a Head of Languages involves, and of the
opportunities and challenges the job presents at various stages in its life cycle. It will offer constructive,
pragmatic advice derived from experience, and will aim to incorporate lively discussion and question-andanswer sessions. Delegates will leave equipped with effective practical strategies and ideas.
This course is designed for current Heads of Languages and for anyone interested in holding such a
position or in contributing to the management of a Languages department.

PROGRAMME

TIME

What is a successful Languages department?
l
l
l
l

Student recruitment
l
l
l
l
l

10.30 – 11.30am

Key Stage 3: curricula to attract and retain students
Engaging interest in language & Literature work at GCSE
Stretch and challenge without intimidation
Beyond the classroom and the curriculum: educational visits and trips
Languages in a digital world

Discussion: coffee break

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

Departments
l Aspiring Heads of Languages

11.45 - 12.30pm

12.30 – 1.30pm

Staff Development: How to support and develop your staff
l

l Heads of Languages

Implementing effective strategies to ensure a consistent and effective experience for all learners in light of
recent curriculum changes
How a Head of Languages can model outstanding teaching and learning
Developing curricula and schemes of work
Making effective use of assessment and assessment data
Using a range of monitoring tools to track performance, recognise underachievement and motivate
learners
Selecting appropriate pathways for learners

Lunch and informal discussion

l

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

11.30 – 11.45am

Leading outstanding Teaching and Learning in Languages
l

10.00 – 10.30am

The position of Languages within a school: variables, challenges and opportunities
The quality of teaching and learning
Managing staff towards happiness and fulfilment
Expectations and outcomes: senior leadership, the intellectual environment, public exams and progression
to higher education

1.30 – 2.40pm

Strategies for managing your staff, from experienced to inexperienced teachers and NQTs
Making observation and appraisal processes as effective as possible
Involving others in decision-making, planning and delivery
Making the most of departmental meetings
How to introduce change: reducing resistance and addressing concerns
Matching your curriculum and your staff and to your team

3.00 – 3.45pm

l
l
l
l
l

Managing one’s time and workload: variables and the work-life balance
The pros and cons of delegation
Planning ahead and finding time to do so
Preparing for Inspections
Department evaluation – driving up improvements to enhance performance
Maintaining freshness and enthusiasm: professional and intellectual development
Peaks, troughs and the long run: responding to success and failure
Working with the SLT; the confidence to champion and compromise

IN SCHOOL INFO

l Senior Leaders responsible for

Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l Considered what makes

a Languages department
excellent, and the role of
the Head of Languages in
achieving excellence
l Looked at a range of strategies

of Languages can develop and
improve teaching and learning
within the department

How it works: the Head of Languages

l

l Heads of Languages Faculties

l Looked at ways in which a Head

2.40 - 2.45pm

l

Departments

for improving and maintaining
recruitment of students

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

Esmeralda Salgado is an
Advanced Skills Teacher, with
over 20 years’ experience, most
recently in Ely, Cambridgeshire as
Head of MFL and Digital Learning
Lead at a prestigious independent
school. She provides training for
Languages teachers, especially
regarding the use of technology
and writes an educational blog,
where she reflects on different
aspects of Languages teaching
and learning. She has published a
Spanish Grammar book set up on
a lexicogrammar approach. She
is passionate about languages
and sharing good practice among
colleagues which led her to be
a 2022 Silver Award winner in
the Pearson National Teaching
Awards.

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

l Enhanced their ability to lead,

support and nurture teachers in
the department
l Examined the yearly workload

of a Head of Languages and the
life cycle of the job
l Reflected on strategies for

dealing with the challenges
and making the most of the
opportunities presented by a
Head of Languages position

Cost: £269+VAT
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LEADERSHIP

ENGAGING DISAFFECTED BOYS IN GCSE MFL

LOCATION/DATE
London
Monday 27 February 2023

CODE 9133

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This brand-new course explores the disengagement and underperformance of boys in MFL at KS3 and
GCSE and offers current research-based approaches and key practical ideas which enthuse boys to
participate and thrive. The course is aimed at teachers who are seeking to re-engage students who lack
motivation and those teachers looking to raise the profile of languages amongst boys.
Boys enter KS3 with such enthusiasm in languages but lose interest in Years 8 and 9, leading to a significant
gender gap in uptake at GCSE level. This course aims to address why this cycle continues to happen and
offers solutions to a perennial problem. This vibrant and interactive course is designed to improve the
teaching of boys displaying challenging behaviour, a lack of enthusiasm or issues with organisation and
confidence. Although the focus of the course is primarily boys who are underperforming, the strategies will
benefit the participation and enjoyment of boys of all abilities.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Why are boys disengaged in MFL?
l
l
l

l

Establishing Rewards and Competitive Incentives for boys in the classroom
l

l

l

l

l

10.45 – 11.30am

Exploring the merits of long term rewards and how their introduction can change the mentality of even the
most disruptive pupils
Discovering how to implement your own MFL rewards system – a step by step guide on introducing your
own MFL long term rewards
Analysing current methods of learning vocabulary – how do we currently expect boys to learn vocabulary
and are we willing to modify with boys in mind?
Using competition to encourage vocabulary learning by introducing a weekly competition which
encourages independent learning outside the classroom
Exploring the benefits of low stakes quizzes – using them with impact in mind rather than as a “gimmick”

Discussion: coffee break

11.30 – 11.50am

How do we get boys to write in GCSE MFL?

11.50 - 1.00pm

l

l

l

l
l

Discussing the challenges with boys’ written skills and why they find it so difficult to begin an extended
written task.
Discovering the power of group critique to improve writing skills – how students can use model work to
create their own appetite for excellence
Carrying out practical group critique task – an interactive activity to help put teachers in the shoes of the
student.
Discussing how we prepare students for written tasks and where boys tend to struggle
Exploring the use of recorded tutorials as a guide for boys who need more teacher input

Lunch and informal discussion

1.00 – 2.00pm

How can we support low ability/disorganised boys in MFL?

2.00 – 2.45pm

l

l
l

l

l

Providing essential support via templates and frameworks to ensure weaker boys can approach all skills
with confidence
Engaging boys in independent work by giving them ownership over their bespoke work plan
Using technology to help boys to self-manage using an organisational application. Boys will know their own
areas of focus for improvement
Discussing common misconceptions so boys are able to look out for these common errors and become
better and noticing potential errors
Starting lessons with discussion activities – encouraging boys to discuss previous activities together before
attempting written work

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.45 - 3.00pm

Approaches to enthuse boys’ participation and enjoyment of MFL lessons

3.00 – 4.00pm

l

l
l
l

Exploring recorded audio feedback to encourage boys to act upon the feedback they receive and focus on
their next steps
Using humour in the classroom – some simple approaches that work
Ensuring careful selection of resources to generate interest and motivation to learn
Implementing interactive plenary ideas which will enthuse boys to share their learning and what they find
difficult

IN SCHOOL INFO
4

10.00 – 10.45am

Examining current trends of boys in MFL – why is there a significant gender gap in uptake?
Discussing general reasons why more girls opt for languages than boys
Contemplating reasons for boys’ disengagement specifically with MFL and discussing what we do to
combat the issues
Exploring recent study on successful approaches with boys in MFL – using the findings to change our
approach

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Jonathan Mumford is a consultant
and Professional Tutor in
education who works at Liverpool
Hope University delivering
ITT training. A current AQA
examiner, he has taught French
and Spanish for 16 years in in a
mixed comprehensive school in
Merseyside with the last 8 of those
as Head of Languages. He has a
proven track record of outstanding
GCSE teaching in the languages
classroom having achieved top
grades consistently, spending
over 12 years in an Ofstedrated Outstanding school. His
passion is teaching and learning
and a particular area of focus is
enthusing and inspiring language
students to achieve well and
thrive. He prides himself on being
a forward thinking and innovative
classroom practitioner.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
l

ECT teachers in MFL looking to
improve the behaviour of the
boys they teach

l

All KS3 MFL teachers who find
it a challenge to motivate their
male students

l

Heads of Languages seeking
to increase the uptake of
languages at GCSE

l

MFL teachers who wish to
refresh and reinvigorate their
approach when dealing with
boys

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Understand why boys are
disengaged from MFL lessons
during KS3

l

Establish a competitive
element your lessons via the
use of long-term rewards

l

Discover how to organise boys
who find this difficult

l

Gain insight into methods that
encourage boys to write

l

Explore the use of strong
frameworks and scaffolding
to enable boys to build
confidence

l

Encounter practical interactive
ideas to refresh your planning
with boys in mind

Cost: £269+VAT

LEADERSHIP

NEW: GCSE LANGUAGES: HIGH IMPACT
STRATEGIES TO ACCESS TOP MARKS

LOCATION/DATE
London
Tuesday 28 February 2023
Monday 12 June 2023

CODE 9328

ABOUT THIS COURSE
An in-depth course exploring high impact strategies that raise attainment and support students
to access top marks in Languages examinations. The course will share ideas and accompanying
GCSE Languages materials that you can take-away and use immediately in the classroom. You
will leave equipped with knowledge of the latest evidence-informed teaching, learning and
assessment practice as well as feedback from the most recent Language exams.
In addition the course includes access to a range of resources and practical strategies that will
enable you to meet the needs of your most able students and ultimately increase attainment at
grades 8 and 9. The course will also place the students’ learning in the context of the next step
with suggestions of how to engage the most able by opening the door on to studying Languages
further at A-Level.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Understanding what is needed for a 8/9 grade
l
l
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 11.00am

The characteristic of 8/9 students
Focussing on oral skills, the core, to motivate students
Developing 5 Magical Powers to reach the top grades
Knowing vocabulary: Receptive and Productive vocabulary and fostering independence
Anchoring in challenge and students taking responsibility for their own learning
What do examiners say?

Discussion: coffee break

11.00 – 11.15am

Designing a rich curriculum with high expectations: the modelling
stage and maximising the marks in the Listening and Reading exams

11.15 – 12.30pm

l
l
l
l
l

Cognitive science and the research
Planning the language learning journey embedding exam skills
The modelling stage: techniques and activities at this stage aimed to stretch the most able,
including the use of digital tools
Preparing students for the demands of the listening exam and aim high
Preparing students for the demands of the reading exam and aim high

Lunch and informal discussion

Designing a rich curriculum with high expectations: Accelerated
scaffolded practice
l
l
l

Techniques for accelerated scaffolded practice underpinned by retrieval practice and
interleaving
The power of metacognition strategies to develop independence: strategies to develop
resilience and self-motivation
Focus on grammar: an embedded approach to manipulate the language

Designing a rich curriculum with high expectations: Accelerated
fluency practice techniques

2.45 – 3.45pm

l
l
l

Techniques for accelerated fluency practice, including the use of digital tools and training
students to manipulate the language
Preparing students to achieve the highest grades in the Roleplay and Photocard: innovative
ways to spark creativity
Preparing students to achieve the highest grades in the Conversation: gamifying the oral
experience
Making the link between the Writing and Oral exams
Preparing students to achieve the highest grades in the Writing exam: developing
monitoring and evaluation skills and the timed writing technique

IN SCHOOL INFO

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
l

Teachers of GCSE Languages

l

Heads of MFL

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Increase awareness of what
success looks like for the most
able Language students

l

Gain the latest evidenceinformed practice that
challenges grade 8/9 students

l

Develop greater understanding
of what examiners are looking
for in grade 8/9 responses

l

Challenge your students with
problem solving, modelling and
questioning to stretch pupils’
thinking processes

l

Take away a range of innovative
teaching ideas and resources to
impact your pupils’ learning of
Languages immediately

l

Deepen your understanding of
assessment criteria and mark
schemes

l

Bring back concrete strategies
and ideas to share with other
Languages teachers

l

Explore how to maximise
success levels for your students
in the GCSE examinations

l

Learn how to develop resilience
so that talented Language
students achieve their potential

1.30 – 2.30pm

2.30 – 2.45pm

l

Esmeralda Salgado is an
Advanced Skills Teacher, with
over 20 years’ experience, most
recently in Ely, Cambridgeshire as
Head of MFL and Digital Learning
Lead at a prestigious independent
school. She provides training for
Languages teachers, especially
regarding the use of technology
and writes an educational blog,
where she reflects on different
aspects of Languages teaching
and learning. She has published a
Spanish Grammar book set up on
a lexicogrammar approach. She
is passionate about languages
and sharing good practice among
colleagues which led her to be
a 2022 Silver Award winner in
the Pearson National Teaching
Awards.

12.30 – 1.30pm

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

COURSE LEADER

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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A-LEVEL

NEW: PREPARING FOR THE 2023 AQA A-LEVEL
FRENCH EXAMS

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 03 March 2023

CODE 9320

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This brand new course for 2023 is designed for new and experienced teachers of AQA A-Level
French, and addresses teacher concerns, such as ‘Am I doing it right?’ and ‘Am I preparing for
the written papers well enough?’. This course will explore a number of strategies to improve
confidence and understanding of exactly what the examiner is looking for.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Preparing for the 2023 Exams
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Strategies to prepare students for Paper 1
l
l
l
l
l

Consider lessons learned from Examiners’ Report
Explore ways to prepare for this paper including getting familiar with the question types
Why listening is a neglected skill and how use of dictées’ might help to enhance performance
Grade targeted questions in reading and how best to tackle gap fills and synonym tasks by
improving grammatical awareness
Summaries and translation- the problem of paraphrasing and finding le mot juste
11.30 – 11.45am

Paper 2: Am I doing this right?

11.45 – 12.45pm

l
l
l
l

What is complexity and how can it be achieved?
Films- viewing to learn and learning to view with examples from La Haine
Literature- which book to choose and how to approach problems of reading in and out of the
classroom - examples from L’étranger
How to write a good essay and what to do about evidence and analysis
Analysis v accuracy- how to get the blend right

Lunch and informal discussion

12.45 – 1.45pm

Paper 3 - the speaking cards- discussion of the sub theme

1.45 – 2.30pm

l
l

l
l
l

How to deal with the content of the card, including the need for comprehension and
communication.
Exploring topics such as Grands-parents, parents et enfants – soucis et problèmes
Monoparentalité, homoparentalité, familles recomposées La vie de couple – nouvelles
tendances
Asking questions and extending answers
Cultural awareness and how to ensure that students pick up the marks for analysis
Improving student confidence- relaxation and mindfulness

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.30 – 2.45pm

The individual research project

2.45 – 3.30pm

l
l
l
l

l

Teachers of AQA A-Level
French

l

Heads of French and
Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Obtain teaching ideas and
approaches to effectively
prepare students for
assessments throughout
the course

l

Explore exemplar materials
to identify characteristics
of outstanding work

l

Take away key methods
for preparing students for
exam success

l

Develop strategies to
improve confidence in
delivering the written

How to select a good title- question or statement?
What makes a good question? - quel est….? ou comment pourrait-on.. ?
How to use sources and the Candidate record form
The importance of timing

Plenary
l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

10.30 – 11.30am

Discussion: coffee break

l

3.30 – 3.40pm

Questions and action planning

IN SCHOOL INFO
6

10.00 – 10.30am

Reflections and reviews of the 2022 examination series
Examine the implications of changes to the assessment demands
Clarify what examiners are looking for and how this might be addressed with students
Consider where to address the pressure points of limitations of progress during the
pandemic and how this might have been addressed in course delivery
Review what brings the most reward in exams and how to focus students to maximise
outcomes
A/A* students - identifying the subtle differences between A and A* grade descriptor
Recognising the common pitfalls that causes students to miss out on A/A* grades

Stuart Glover is a renowned
expert in GCSE and A-Level
French, he has been head
of department and taught
till 2020. He has been chief
examiner for igcse French,
Principal moderator for GCSE
French at AQA for 12 years,
reviser, presenter, principal
examiner for GCSE writing
and lead examiner for Gcse
French. He has also examined
at A-Level for many years for
the same awarding body.

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

A-LEVEL

TEACHING AQA A-LEVEL FRENCH FOR THE FIRST
TIME
CODE 8714

LOCATION/DATE
London
Tuesday 20 June 2023

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This course is intended to provide teachers who are about to start or in their first couple of
years teaching A-Level French, with all they need to teach their course effectively. It will equip
delegates with the knowledge and skills needed to become an effective A-Level French teacher,
focusing on the core areas of listening, reading, speaking and writing both in terms of classroom
teaching ideas and preparation for the terminal examinations in these skill areas. This course
brings a wealth of experience from the classroom and exam marking to provide delegates
with tips on how to overcome issues in the classroom and to guide students to optimise their
examination performance. The course will reflect current challenges and any modifications to
the exam system.

Stuart Glover is a renowned
expert in GCSE and A-Level
French, he has been head of
department and taught till 2020.
He has been chief examiner for
igcse French, Principal moderator
for GCSE French at AQA for 12
years, reviser, presenter, principal
examiner for GCSE writing and
lead examiner for Gcse French.
He has also examined at A-Level
for many years for the same
awarding body.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Exploring the demands of the AQA A-Level French specification:
key messages
l
l
l
l
l

Brief discussion on challenges created by COVID for teaching and how they might exacerbate
already challenging sections of the course.
Developing knowledge regarding which part of the course to begin with and the benefits or
weaknesses for this.
Assessing the correct starting point for your students based on prior knowledge from GCSE.
Targeting the key skills from lesson one
Planning effectively to ensure good student progress from the outset
Explore the requirements of the examinations and consider lessons that can be learned from
feedback from the recent exam series

Discussion: coffee break

11.15 – 11.30am

Paper 1 Listening, Reading and writing – building all-rounders
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Paper 3 Speaking, preparation and idea generation
l
l

11.30 - 12.45pm

Gain understanding of the ways and means that students may listen and respond and how to
plan for this.
Practical advice to enhance the teaching of listening properly and the benefit of note taking
during this.
Gain understanding of the ways and means that students may translate and respond and how
to plan for this.
Practical advice to enhance the teaching of reading properly and the pitfall of skim reading.
Effective methods to assess progress and attainment in reading and listening
Demands of the examinations and how to prepare students successfully from first teaching
Practical strategies to support, motivate and challenge all learners
Strategies to support students using complex stuctures (such as the subjunctive) realistically,
and ensuring accuracy in language, avoiding costly ‘serious errors’

Lunch and informal discussion

l

10.00 – 11.15am

Effective strategies to differentiate, support and develop spontaneous speaking skills
How to ensure fluency and interaction between the examiner/student in speaking
examinations
Pulling apart exam requirements and starting preparation for all sections, including the
Independent Research Project early

Paper 2: translation

3.00 – 3.45pm

l
l
l
l
l

An overview of both translation tasks – what to be most attentive of and where quick gains can
be made.
Key considerations and powerful strategies for teaching translation skills
Highlighting challenges of French to English translation and how to overcome them
Challenges of the English to French translation and strategies to foster student progress to
further achievement.
Importance of avoiding paraphrase to ensure accurate translation and developed responses.
Deconstructing the question- what does it really ask? Student misconseptions
Writing excellent essays: key skills for A-Level students

IN SCHOOL INFO

NQTs in MFL

l

Teachers in first years of
teaching A-Level French

l

Teachers seeking to increase
their confidence in their
teaching of A-Level French

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Gain the latest understanding
of the features of effective
teaching and learning for
A-Level French.

l

Address the challenges faced
by teachers where students
have missed vital lessons
caused by the Covid pandemic
and develop engaging ways to
bridge the gaps.

l

Take away practical advice
for enhanced teaching and
learning in the classroom.

l

Examine methods to
assess and maximise
student progress through
independence and
confidence.

l

Develop students’ skills in the
four key areas of the language
acquisition.

l

Take away hints and advice to
enhance student performance
in the examinations in all 4 key
Teach grammar, translation,
and the films and books in an
engaging manner

l

Develop strategies to ensure
students work autonomously
and resiliently

1.45 – 2.45pm

2.45 – 3.00pm

l

l

12.45 – 1.45pm

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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A-LEVEL

AQA A-LEVEL FRENCH – ACHIEVING A/A*

LOCATION/DATE
London
Tuesday 27 June 2023

CODE 9034

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This course will demonstrate how to guide your best students to achieve Grades A/A* in the
AQA A-Level French examinations. The course will discuss teaching and learning ideas for both
language and literature options to stretch and challenge able students and to develop their
higher-level skills. Using feedback from examinations, the course will examine what is expected
of high ability students and explore ways to build teaching and learning to meet these challenges.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Focus on assessment demands for A and A* students
l
l
l
l
l
l

Discussion: coffee break

11.00 – 11.15am

Paper 1: Achieving A and A* in Listening, Reading and Writing
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Paper 2: key challenges for Grade A/A* students
l
l
l
l
l

12.45 – 1.45pm

2.45 – 2.50pm

Paper 3: Speaking: stretching and challenging able students to A/A

2.50 – 3.30pm

l
l
l
l

Ways and means to develop and expand the viewpoints of your students
Analysis and reference to Francophone countries when discussing topics
Making a relevant and personal choice of topic for the Independent Research Project
Developing your student’s ability to respond readily and spontaneously to ensure that
highest grade criteria are met
Making effective use of a wide range of vocabulary and complex structure appropriate to
task

Discussion Q & A and Depart

IN SCHOOL INFO

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Heads of MFL

l Heads of French
l All A-Level Teachers of
French

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Focused on identifying the
demands of Grades A &
A* and providing materials
to help teachers prepare
students effectively

l

Recommendations for
moving students on from
being GCSE-describers to
A-Level-analysers

l

Mark schemes and
Examiners’ Reports will be
analysed to identify and
clarify the requirements of
the highest levels

l

Sample answers at Grades
A & A* will be examined

l

Materials will be provided
that will allow teachers
to cover the content
effectively in innovative
and student-friendly ways
that push the highest
ability students

1.45 – 2.45pm

Focus on common errors to avoid for A and A* students
Developing ideas and strategies to offer relevant and detailed Grades A and A* information
with a critical analysis
Teaching techniques to strengthen top level students responses structure
Teaching techniques for top level students to offer predominantly relevant, detailed
information with good critical analysis
Focus on the exact precision and detail that examiners are looking for in top level students in
their responses in Paper 2
Methods for students use and manipulate grammatical structures and vocabulary at grade A
and A* level

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

8

10.00 – 12.45pm

A toolkit for teaching success for A and A * students
What does A and A* look like in successfully translating from the assessed language into
English
Translation – grammar vocabulary, comparing answers – what gets into the top mark band,
why, and how to ensure your teaching methods work to this
Ensuring students answers are really answers to the questions in free-response questions
Teaching methods to support students in structuring their answers for full marks on the
summary tasks
Teaching approaches that create high level thinking to summarise spoken language well.
What are the examiners looking for in top level A and A* performance?

Lunch and informal discussion

l

10.00 – 11.00am

Examiner the assessment demands of all components in the highest grades
Consider the most effective models for delivery of the course to ensure effective assessment
practice across two years
Review of the characteristics of A and A* level students
Feedback on the most recent exams: what did examiners look for at the top levels?
Strategies to support students missing out on the A/A*
Identifying the subtle differences between the A and A*

Stuart Glover is a renowned
expert in GCSE and A-Level
French, he has been head
of department and taught
till 2020. He has been chief
examiner for igcse French,
Principal moderator for GCSE
French at AQA for 12 years,
reviser, presenter, principal
examiner for GCSE writing
and lead examiner for Gcse
French. He has also examined
at A-Level for many years for
the same awarding body.

3.30 – 3.45pm

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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A-LEVEL

AQA A-LEVEL FRENCH – EXPERT INSIGHTS INTO
PAPER 2: FILM

LOCATION/DATE
London
Tuesday 14 March 2023

CODE 8718

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE
Fulfilling student potential to maximise student grades. Led by our highly respected and
successful presenter Chris Warrington, the course will demonstrate how to use Film Studies
techniques to write excellent exam responses. This will cover an introduction to some of the
terminology and concepts used in Film Studies. Each course will focus on a specific film (French
- La Haine, German - Das Leben der Anderen, Spanish - Pan’s Labyrinth) with guided scene
analysis, contextual analysis, aesthetic influences and A/A* examples.

PROGRAMME

TIME

The Domain Knowledge for film analysis
l
l
l

10.00 – 11.00am

Acquiring the core vocabulary of a Film expert.
Covering Cinematography, Mise-en-Scene, Sound, Editing & Performance.
Samples and examples provided with annotation on primary usage and interpretation.

Discussion: coffee break

11.00 – 11.15am

Contextual Factors and Auteur Intent in the Text

11.15 – 12.00pm

l
l
l
l

Key political and industrial factors in the making of the film are covered.
Directorial (auteur) intentions are explored
How the film resisted Americanisation
The French awakening- the political effect on French society

Other Aesthetic influences
l
l

Specific Guided Scene Analysis from a Key Scene
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

12.00 – 12.30pm

12.30 – 1.30pm
1.30 – 2.15pm

We run through a key scene giving guidance on how to approach this in the classroom.
What notes need to be made and how to guide all pupils to make revisable course notes.
A/A* note making: what to look for and how to embed effective note making from the outset.

Exploring the questions and requirements

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Any other artistic movements/influences are covered in detail.
La Heine- French new wave, how the film started a new film trend.

Lunch and informal discussion

Chris Warrington has
experience in the current
and previous iterations
of the WJEC/EDUQAS
specifications for Film
Studies, provided resources
for the EDUQAS GCSE key
documents. He is head of Film
Studies at Highfields School,
Matlock. He has written about
film for The Guardian, Future
Publishing, The Big Picture,
Film Stories and more. He
has also written for film and
television on a freelance basis
for the last ten years.

2.15 – 3.30pm

A look back through the past questions set.
A look at examiner reports from previous years.
Examining the mark scheme and introducing the A* answer.
A guided piece of marking from two separate papers.
Example feedback and next steps for students to take on the road to success.

Head of Departments or
Lead Teachers in MFL

l Teachers with responsibility
for MFL

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Develop an understanding
of domain knowledge from
Film Studies.

l Explore the key text
relating to your language.
l Gain an appreciation of
the cultural and aesthetic
contexts involved in the
films.
l Explore examples of
guided marking/feedback
from the classroom.
l Take away a clear approach
to covering the film in your
curriculum.

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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A-LEVEL

PEARSON A-LEVEL FRENCH – TEACHING
A-LEVEL FRENCH FOR THE FIRST TIME

LOCATION/DATE
London
Tuesday 06 June 2023

CODE 9023

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE
We are pleased to offer this new course for Summer 2022 for all teachers new to, or in the first year
of, or about to start teaching Pearson A-Level French for the first time This course is intended to
provide teachers who are about to start or in their first couple of years teaching A-Level French, with
all they need to teach their course effectively.
The course will equip delegates with the knowledge and skills needed to become an effective
A-Level French teacher, focusing on the core areas of Pearson A-Level listening, reading, speaking
and writing both in terms of classroom teaching ideas and preparation for the terminal examinations
in these skill areas.
This course brings a wealth of experience from the classroom and exam marking to provide teachers
with tips on how to overcome issues in the classroom and to guide students to optimise their
examination performance. The course will reflect current challenges and any modifications to the
exam system.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Exploring the demands of the Pearson A-Level French specification:
key messages
l
l
l
l
l
l

Brief discussion on challenges created by COVID for teaching and how they might exacerbate
already challenging sections of the course.
Developing knowledge regarding which part of the course to begin with and the benefits or
weaknesses for this.
Assessing the correct starting point for your students based on prior knowledge from GCSE.
Targeting the key skills from lesson one
Planning effectively to ensure good student progress from the outset.
Explore the requirements of the examinations and consider lessons that can be learned from
feedback from the recent exam series

Discussion: coffee break

11.15 – 11.30am

Paper 1 Listening, Reading and Translation – building all-rounders
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Paper 3: Speaking, Preparation and Idea Generation
l
l

12.45 – 1.45pm
1.45 – 2.45pm

Effective strategies to differentiate, support and develop spontaneous speaking skills.
How to ensure fluency and interaction between the examiner/student in speaking examinations.
Pulling apart exam requirements and starting preparation for all sections, including the
Independent Research Project early.

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.45 – 2.50pm

Paper 2: Written Response to Works and Translation

2.50 – 3.30pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

Introducing literature: selecting the most suitable works for your students.
How to make able students into independent readers to broaden vocabulary and aid translation.
Introducing film as an art form: learning to talk about cinematographic techniques.
How to develop writing skills to produce an analytical and critical response.
Using complex language and grammar to raise the quality of essay writing.
Exploring the skills needed for translation into French – how to minimise errors.

IN SCHOOL INFO
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11.30 – 12.45pm

Gain understanding of the ways and means that students may listen and respond and how to plan
for this.
Practical advice to enhance the teaching of listening properly and the benefit of note taking
during this.
Practical advice to enhance the teaching of reading properly and the pitfall of skim reading.
Effective methods to assess progress and attainment in reading and listening.
Gain understanding of the ways and means that students may translate and respond and how to
plan for this.
Strategies to support students translating into English.
Demands of the examinations and how to prepare students successfully from first teaching.
Practical strategies to support, motivate and challenge all learners.

Lunch and informal discussion

l

10.00 – 11.15am

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Katherine Golding is a former
Head of Department and current
teacher of MFL of longstanding
experience. She has successfully
prepared students for GCSE
(AQA), A-Level (Edexcel) and
Pre-U examinations in French in
current and previous iterations
of the respective specifications
and holds the SSAT Diploma for
Innovative Teaching.

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l ECTs in MFL

l Teachers who are about to
start teaching Pearson
A-Level French
l Teachers who are in their first
couple of years of teaching
Pearson A-Level French
l Teachers seeking to increase
their confidence in their
teaching of A-Level French

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l Gain the latest understanding

of the features of effective
teaching and learning for
A-Level French.
l Address the challenges faced
by teachers where students
have missed vital lessons
caused by the Covid pandemic
and develop engaging ways to
bridge the gaps.
l Take away practical advice

for enhanced teaching and
learning in the classroom.
l Examine methods to

assess and maximise
student progress through
independence and
confidence.
l Develop students’ skills in the

four key areas of language
acquisition.
l Take away hints and advice to

enhance student performance
in the examinations in all four
key skills.
l Develop strategies to ensure

students work autonomously
and resiliently.

Cost: £269+VAT

GCSE

NEW: TEACHING SPEAKING BRILLIANTLY IN GCSE
FRENCH
CODE 9323

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 24 March 2023

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This new practical course focuses on strategies and approaches in teaching and learning, to embed a
culture of high expectations, high challenge and high achievement for Speaking in GCSE French.

To be confirmed

The course will cover teaching methods and approaches that maximises high Speaking achievement
and includes memorisation, retrieval, interleaving, deep practice, flipped learning, effective study
strategies, spaced repetition, flashcards, apps and more.
This course, aimed for all teachers of French regardless of exam board or subject, absolutely
guarantees creative approaches to Speaking and take away strategies to enhance the teaching of
Speaking in GCSE French.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Identifying essential GCSE French vocabulary, functional phrases,
and number
l
l
l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

All Teachers of GCSE French

l

Heads of Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

10.00 – 10.45am
l

What are the barriers to attaining high grades?
What is required to achieve a top band mark and how do we get there
The importance of planning – how can this be completed in the exam environment?

l

Discussion: coffee break

10.45 – 11.00am

Strategies to avoid pronunciation blunders

11.00 – 11.30am

l
l
l
l

Tips and techniques to build confidence asking questions
l
l
l
l

l

What to do you don’t know a word, or phrase
Strategies to ‘read around’ the phrase
Tips and techniques to encourage habits to break words into their syllables
Fostering practice around hard sounds

l

11.30 – 12.15pm

Building a toolkit of clarification questions
Deciding which questions are ‘good’ and which are less so
Nurturing a culture of noting down potential questions – even if they aren’t going to be asked
The power of ‘follow-ups’ –especially if your questions haven’t been fully answered

Lunch and informal discussion

l

12.15 – 1.15pm
l

What to do you don’t know a word, or phrase; strategies to ‘read around’ 1.15 – 2.00pm
the phrase
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

Achieving in the Photo card assessment

2.50 – 3.20pm

l

l
l
l

Take away innovative
strategies to improve
performance of students of
all ability levels
Gain insights on how to
stretch and challenge high
ability students
Develop proven revision
strategies based around
Speaking French for GCSE

Producing an effective photo card
Selecting appropriate questions that drive the performance
Facilitating the discussion

Achieving in the General conversation assessment
l

Take away numerous
learning strategies to
ensure optimised deliberate
practice

2.00 – 2.45pm

2.45 – 2.50pm

l

Develop creative strategies
to accelerate learning and
raise standards

Preparing effective stimulus cards
Working to time, making the most of your minutes
Strategies to use and adapt language for new purposes
Sustaining communication and tackling unexpected questions

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

Explore practical classroom
activities to bring theory
lessons to life

Strategies to activate prior knowledge – deducing the context
Bridging old knowledge with new to improve comprehension
Making connections to other words – Using common patterns with French
Ignoring words which are not needed

Achieving in the Role-play assessment
l

Use key findings from the
latest exam series to address
national areas of weakness

3.20 – 3.50pm

Asking and answering questions, exchanging opinions
Ways to adapt language for new purposes; narrating coherent events
Initiating and developing conversations
How to get students to produce extended sequences of speech, with reference to past, present
and future events

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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GCSE

NEW: TEACHING AQA GCSE FRENCH FOR THE
FIRST TIME

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 16 June 2023

CODE 9330

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE

Isabella Jones

This course is designed for teachers who are new to teaching GCSE AQA French, or who wish to
improve their understanding to enable their students to achieve higher grades. The sessions are
designed to ensure that candidates have the best opportunity to maximise their potential grades.
Delegates will receive new teaching approaches as well as key guidance in how to develop exceptional
examination techniques in GCSE AQA French to maximise students’ success when delivering the
course for the first time.

PROGRAMME
Overview of the GCSE AQA French course including challenges
and what to expect from pupils
l
l
l
l

TIME
10.00 – 10.40am

Understanding the course, the expectations of the exam board and how to start meeting these
from day 1 of its delivery
Designing a curriculum that helps to prepare students for the expectations of the specification
Understanding the assessment objectives and how they feature in effective curriculum design
Developing an understanding of what a grade 8/9 student’s performance looks like, and how to
get there

Discussion: coffee break

10.40 – 11.00am

Teaching Reading and Listening Skills
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

How to develop students’ speaking skills in preparation for the speaking exam
How to structure teaching to ensure that all students build confidence in teaching spontaneous
speaking
Gain practical strategies to embed speaking skills by using engaging games
Managing the demands on the teacher in the speaking test- how much is too much input?
Avoiding the pitfalls of the speaking test
Responding to questions asked using the photo cards
12.30 – 1.30pm

Teaching Translation Effectively

1.30 – 2.00pm

l
l
l
l
l

The translation tasks – where are the challenges, the quick gains?
Key considerations and powerful strategies for teaching translation skills
Highlighting challenges of AQA French to English translation and how to overcome them
The English to French translation and strategies to encourage student progress to further
achievement.
How to avoid paraphrase to ensure accurate translation and developed responses.
Deconstructing the question- what does it really ask? Student misconceptions

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.00 – 2.05pm

The writing tasks

2.05 – 2.45pm

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

Teachers who will be new
to teaching AQA GCSE
French

l

NQTs in MFL

l

Teachers in first years of
teaching GCSE French

l

Teachers seeking to
increase their confidence
in their teaching of GCSE
French

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Gain the latest
understanding of the
features of effective teaching
and learning for GCSE AQA
French

l

Take away practical advice
for enhanced teaching and
learning in the classroom.

l

Develop students’ skills in
the four key areas of the
language acquisition.

l

Increase student confidence
in the examination.

l

Examples of different
questions: how to prepare
students to get the most
possible marks

l

Take away hints and
advice to enhance student
performance in the
examinations in all 4 key
skills.

Dissecting the writing tasks for high ability students and scaffolding them for students- what might
this look like and how to embed the scaffolding skill from the outset.
Raising expectations and overcoming demands of the writing tasks at higher tier- when to move
away from the scaffold and allow autonomy in responses.
How to maximise vocabulary acquisition in every lesson
Practical advice for classroom teaching and learning of writing skills
Best practices in teaching grammar

The Exam: Tactics and Techniques

2.45 – 3.30pm

What are the biggest challenges of the course for high ability students
Teaching students effective planning to achieve the highest grades
Teaching students effective checking – focus on accuracy.
Revision ideas to help students produce high grade responses in the four key areas

IN SCHOOL INFO
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11.40 – 12.30pm

Lunch and informal discussion

l

l

11.00 – 11.40am

Gain understanding of the ways and means that students may listen and respond and how to plan
for this.
Practical strategies to teach listening effectively
Learn the ways and means that students may translate and respond and how to plan for this.
Practical approaches to teach reading effectively; including avoiding the pitfalls of skim reading.
Effective methods to assess progress and attainment in reading and listening
Demands of the examinations and how to prepare students successfully from first teaching

How to Teach Speaking Effectively

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

GCSE

NEW: PREPARING FOR THE 2023 AQA GCSE
FRENCH EXAMS

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 17 March 2023

CODE 9331

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This brand new course for 2023 is designed for new and experienced teachers of AQA GCSE
French, and addresses teacher concerns, such as ‘am I doing it right?’ and ‘Am I going to prepare
for the written papers well enough?’. This course will explore a number of strategies to improve
confidence and understanding of exactly what the examiner is looking for.

Juliet Park is Director of
Languages for the Share
Trust, she has been an AQA
trainer for several years with
a particular focus on GCSE.
She is a consultant for the
AET trust, an advisor to BBC
Bitesize and supports schools
nationally with training and
maximising teacher and
student performance.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Preparing for the 2023 Exams
l
l
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 11.00am

Reflections and reviews of the 2022 examination series
Clarify what examiners are looking for and how this might be addressed with students
Consider where to address the pressure points of limitations of progress during the
pandemic and how this might have been addressed in course delivery
Review what brings the most reward in exams and how to focus students to maximise
outcomes
Grade 8/9 students - identifying the subtle differences between 8 and 9 grade descriptor
Recognising the common pitfalls that causes students to miss out on Grade 8/9 grades

Discussion: coffee break

11.00 – 11.15am

Strategies to prepare students for Components 1 & 2

11.15 – 12.45pm

l
l
l
l
l

Consider lessons learned from Examiners’ Report
Examine exemplar practical work and portfolios to develop strategies to enable students to
succeed
Consider the characteristics of the most effective work against the assessment objectives
and marking criteria
Assessment – how to help students demonstrate what they need to demonstrate to
examiners between text extract and practitioner
Explore ways to deliver Component 2, including text and extract selection to maximise
student success

Lunch and informal discussion

12.45 – 1.45pm

Component 3 & 4: Am I doing this right?

1.45 – 3.00pm

l
l
l
l
l

Consider Sections A, B and C of the Paper 3
Examine exemplar responses and identify how to teach and help students get around the
common areas of error and how to achieve top grades
Explore methods of approaching Paper 4 to ensure students can meet the challenge
Marking workshop against mark scheme to identify how to go about ensuring students are
properly prepared to respond well
The demand for outstanding usage of language in the Paper 4: Writing

Discussion : afternoon tea

3.00 – 3.10pm

Develop your Action Plan to Maximise Student Success

3.10 – 3.45pm

l
l
l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Teachers of Pearson AQA
GCSE French

l H
 eads of French and
Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Obtain teaching ideas and
approaches to effectively
prepare students for
assessments throughout
the course

l E
 xplore exemplar materials
to identify characteristics
of outstanding work
l T
 ake away key methods
for preparing students for
exam success
l D
 evelop strategies to
improve confidence in
delivering the written
paper

Develop an action plan to maximise student success
Review curriculum plan to ensure success
Consider range of available resources to support teachers and students

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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GCSE

NEW: BRILLIANT TEACHING OF GCSE FRENCH

LOCATION/DATE
London
Tuesday 28 February 2023
Friday 23 June 2023

CODE 9324

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This new, practical course focuses on strategies and approaches in teaching and learning, to
embed a culture of high expectations, high challenge and high achievement and engagement in
GCSE French.
The course will cover teaching methods and approaches that maximise high achievement
and including memorisation, retrieval, interleaving, tutorials, effective study strategies, audio
commentaries, apps and more.
This course, aimed for all teachers of Languages regardless of exam board or subject, absolutely
guarantees creative approaches and take away strategies to enhance teaching and learning in
GCSE French which will reinvigorate your GCSE lessons.

PROGRAMME

TIME

The assessment demands for top grade outcomes in GCSE French
l
l
l
l

Fresh and innovative ways to improve speaking and writing skills
l
l
l
l
l

10.30 – 11.30am

Exploring common misconceptions via diagnostic questions and DIRT
Exploring the use of recorded tutorials as a guide for students who need more teacher input
Practising speaking – how to set speaking homework tasks after years of neglecting the skill
Activating students to peer assess effectively in the classroom
Providing audio commentary to mock exams to improve pupil performance

Discussion: coffee break

11.30 – 11.45am

Motivating and engaging low ability students

11.45 – 12.30pm

l
l
l
l

Encouraging resilience amongst weaker students
Engaging low effort/low performance students through stimulating engaging, collaborative
learning strategies
Enabling high effort/low performance students to improve performance by modelling the
use of high impact study strategies which provide a platform for effective revision
Providing unique memorisation strategies to help low ability students retain information

Lunch and informal discussion

Strategies to promote excellent listening and reading skills
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

12.30 – 1.30pm

IN SCHOOL INFO

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
l

A
 ll Teachers of GCSE French

l


H
 eads of Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Use key findings from the latest
exam series to address national
areas of weakness

l

Explore practical classroom
activities to bring theory
lessons to life

l

Develop creative strategies to
accelerate learning and raise
standards

l

Take away numerous learning
strategies to ensure optimised
deliberate practice

l

Take away innovative strategies
to improve performance of
students of all ability levels

l

Gain insights on how to stretch
and challenge high ability
students

l

Develop proven revision
strategies based around
learning French for GCSE

2.15 – 3.15pm

Exploring when feedback can be ineffective and ensuring we don’t fall into bad habits
How written feedback has changed over the years - what can we take from it to improve our
current feedback processes
Exploring formative teacher led assessment strategies to accurately assess student
understanding
Considering research-based benefits of verbal feedback to move learning forward

Closing comments and evaluation

Jonathan Mumford is a consultant
and Professional Tutor in
education who works at Liverpool
Hope University delivering
ITT training. A current AQA
examiner, he has taught French
and Spanish for 16 years in in a
mixed comprehensive school in
Merseyside with the last 8 of those
as Head of Languages. He has a
proven track record of outstanding
GCSE teaching in the languages
classroom having achieved top
grades consistently, spending
over 12 years in an Ofstedrated Outstanding school. His
passion is teaching and learning
and a particular area of focus is
enthusing and inspiring language
students to achieve well and
thrive. He prides himself on being
a forward thinking and innovative
classroom practitioner.

1.30 – 2.15pm

Learning vocabulary – lesson starter and plenary ideas that maximise retrieval
Using recorded tutorials to increase pupil confidence in reading
Evaluating how we conduct listening activities – are we setting students up to fail?
Critiquing the Extensive Processing Instruction (EPI) approach to listening

How to maximise the impact of teacher led feedback

14

10.00 – 10.30am

What are the barriers to attaining high grades?
What is required to achieve a top band mark and how do we get there
The importance of planning – how does GCSE differ from KS3?
What does brilliant teaching look like in GCSE French? – applying Rosenshine’s principles in
MFL

COURSE LEADER

3.15 – 3.30pm

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

GCSE

TEACHING GCSE FRENCH FOR THE FIRST TIME

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 16 June 2023

CODE 8732

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This course is intended to provide teachers who are about to start or in their first couple of years
teaching GCSE French, with all they need to teach their course effectively. It will equip delegates
with the knowledge and skills needed to become an effective GCSE French teacher, focusing on the
core areas of listening, reading, speaking and writing both in terms of classroom teaching ideas and
preparation for the terminal examinations in these skill areas. Stuart brings a wealth of experience
from the classroom and exam marking to provide delegates with tips on how to overcome issues in the
classroom and to guide students to optimise their examination performance. The course will reflect
current challenges and any modifications to the exam system.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Key messages from the course
l
l
l

Teaching the reading and listening skills
l
l
l
l
l
l

11.15 – 11.30am

Becoming an effective teacher of speaking

l
l
l
l
l

Effective strategies for teaching translation

l
l
l
l
l

11.30 – 12.30pm

Practical ideas to create a successful Spanish classroom including the visual use of the classroom
space.
How to develop confidence through encouraging spontaneous speaking
Gain an understanding about how engaging games can embed speaking skills
Managing the demands on the teacher in the speaking test- how much is too much input?
Avoiding the pitfalls of the speaking test
Responding to questions asked using the photo cards

Lunch and informal discussion

l

10.15 – 11.15am

Gain understanding of the ways and means that students may listen and respond and how to plan
for this.
Practical advice to enhance the teaching of listening properly and the benefit of note taking
during this.
Gain understanding of the ways and means that students may translate and respond and how to
plan for this.
Practical advice to enhance the teaching of reading properly and the pitfall of skim reading.
Effective methods to assess progress and attainment in reading and listening
Demands of the examinations and how to prepare students successfully from first teaching.

Discussion: coffee break

l

10.00 – 10.15am

Brief discussion on challenges created by COVID for teaching and how they might exacerbate
already challenging sections of the course.
Developing knowledge regarding which part of the course to begin with and the benefits or
weaknesses for this.
Assessing the correct starting point for your students based on prior knowledge from GCSE.

12.30 – 1.30pm
1.30 – 2.30pm

An overview of both translation tasks – what to be most attentive of and where quick gains can be
made.
Key considerations and powerful strategies for teaching translation skills
Highlighting challenges of French to English translation and how to overcome them
Challenges of the English to French translation and strategies to foster student progress to further
achievement.
Importance of avoiding paraphrase to ensure accurate translation and developed responses.
Deconstructing the question- what does it really ask? Student misconseptions

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.30 – 2.45pm

The writing tasks

2.45 – 4.00pm

l
l
l
l
l

Isabella Jones

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Teachers in first years of
teaching GCSE French

l Teachers seeking to increase
their confidence in their
teaching of GCSE Spanish
l NQTs in MFL

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Gain the latest
understanding of the
features of effective teaching
and learning for GCSE
Spanish.

l Address the challenges
faced by teachers where
students have missed vital
lessons caused by the Covid
pandemic and develop
engaging ways to bridge the
gaps.
l Take away practical advice
for enhanced teaching and
learning in the classroom.
l Examine methods to
assess and maximise
student progress through
independence and
confidence.
l Develop students’ skills in
the four key areas of the
language acquisition.
l Increase student confidence
in the examination.
l Take away hints and
advice to enhance student
performance in the
examinations in all 4 key
skills.

Dissecting the writing tasks at foundation tier and scaffolding them for students- what might this
look like and how to embed the scaffolding skill from the outset.
Raising expectations and overcoming demands of the writing tasks at higher tier- when to move
away from the scaffold and allow autonomy in responses.
How to maximise vocabulary acquisition in every lesson
Practical advice for classroom teaching and learning of writing skills
Best practices in teaching grammar

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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GCSE

AQA GCSE FRENCH – ACHIEVING GRADES 7-9
CODE 8891

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This course will demonstrate how to guide your best students to achieve Grades A/A* in the
AQA A-Level French examinations. The course will discuss teaching and learning ideas for both
language and literature options to stretch and challenge able students and to develop their
higher-level skills. Using feedback from examinations, the course will examine what is expected
of high ability students and explore ways to build teaching and learning to meet these challenges.
Whilst the examples will be drawn from Pearson’s assessment materials, the general principles
and strategies of much of the course would be valuable to teachers using any exam board.

Juliet Park is Director of
Languages for the Share
Trust, she has been an AQA
trainer for several years with
a particular focus on GCSE.
She is a consultant for the
AET trust, an advisor to BBC
Bitesize and supports schools
nationally with training and
maximising teacher and
student performance.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Focusing on the demands of the GCSE specification
l
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 10.45am

Identifying the strengths and weaknesses of your own teaching practice
Review characteristics of Grade 7-9 GCSE students in the AQA GCSE
Grade 9 – these are the exceptional students – what makes the difference and how can you
support this in the classroom?
How do you stretch those students effectively whilst teaching mixed ability classes?
Exploring the Examiner’s Reports from previous exam sessions -what stu-dents need to do
to ensure that they achieve the highest grades

Morning Break

10.45 – 11.00am

Listening at GCSE- what makes this such a difficult skill?

11.00 – 11.30am

l
l
l
l
l
l

Practical ideas for using the preparation time effectively.
Listening strategies which enable students to score all the marks on tricky questions.
Tips for dealing with distractors and coping with unknown vocabulary.
Ways to improve recall while under the pressures of the exam.
Examples of questions which target the top grades and how to gain full marks on them.
Revision strategies to move students from Grade 6-7 to Grade 8-9

Reading skills at GCSE
l
l
l
l
l

11.30 – 12.00pm

Looking at the common errors students make on these questions – and tips on how to avoid
these mistakes.
Practical ideas for developing reading comprehension.
Examples of questions which target the top grades and how to deal with them effectively.
Ways to respond to a range of texts including authentic material, suitably adapted and
abridged.
Develop methods to understand written language including more complex and extended
texts.

Translations to and from the target language
l
l
l

How to encourage students to score high marks on every aspect of the translation task.
Strategies to translate into English a passage containing a range of more complex language
structures with very few omissions or inaccuracies
How students can avoid pitfalls when translating to and from the target language.
1.00 – 2.00pm

Speaking – how to challenge able students to reach the highest levels

2.00 – 2.45pm

l
l
l

Strategies to approach the role plays to maximise marks.
How to ensure success when answering the photo tasks.
How to develop appropriate spontaneity and deal with the demands of the conversation.
Ensuring that students ask correct and relevant questions.

Afternoon break

2.45 – 3.00pm

Writing

3.00 – 3.45pm

l
l
l
l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

H
 eads of MFL

l Heads of French
l All GCSE Teachers of
French

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Understand the
assessment demands of
the AQA GCSE French
specification

l

Develop and take away
practical strategies for
meeting the requirements
of the higher grades across
all components

l

Increase confidence in
preparing candidates to
achieve grades 7-9

l

Mark schemes and
Examiners’ Reports will be
analysed to identify and
clarify the requirements of
the highest levels

l

Materials will be provided
that will allow teachers
to cover the content
effectively in innovative
and student-friendly ways
that push the highest
ability students

12.00 – 1.00pm

Lunch and informal discussion

l

Ways and means to write coherent extended tests on a range of topics.
Learning to manipulate language to narrate, inform, interest or convince a reader of their own
ideas and points of view with little ambiguity
Developing complex linguistic structures.
Remembering The importance of content in changing meaning- the subtleties of grammar
changes

IN SCHOOL INFO
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LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 10 March 2023

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

GCSE

AQA GCSE FRENCH – BOOSTING THE ATTAINMENT
OF LOWER ATTAINING STUDENTS
CODE 9037

ABOUT THIS COURSE
The French GCSE examination has many pitfalls, and it will be imperative to ensure that our midattaining students do not forfeit marks in any of the components.
This course aims to ensure that such students maximise their abilities across the whole range of
skills and tasks tested in the specification. This practical course will present strategies, resources
and techniques to boost the performance of students with more modest abilities and to make
lessons more stimulating while establishing clear learning objectives.
Each session will focus on specific areas which are especially challenging to the mid-attaining
and lower ability students. Teachers will leave with a wealth of practical strategies to take straight
back into the classroom.

PROGRAMME

TIME

GCSE French Teaching for lower ability learners – the challenges
and opportunities
l
l
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 10.40am

The challenges of and opportunities for teaching less able students and the need for short
term, focused goals
Less able or less motivated? Unpicking the reasons for ‘perceived lower ability’
Building student confidence by embedding grammar and vocabulary and using feedback
Growth mindset and metacognition in and the importance of teacher expectations
Metacognition in action
How students can become more consistent in their performance across the skills and papers

Discussion: coffee break

10.40 – 11.00am

Intervention strategies to help weaker students fill in the knowledge
gaps, understand concepts

11.00 – 12.00pm

l
l
l
l

Which skills as identified in exam performance do low attaining students struggle with and
how we can address those
Filling in the knowledge gaps
Strategies to help lower achieving students retain knowledge and understand concepts to
ensure they secure the important marks in exams
Build in intervention strategies to effectively support and drive students who are not doing as
well as they should be

Succeeding in writing and translation in GCSE French
l
l
l
l
l
l

1.00 – 2.00pm

Getting over the exam hurdle

2.00 – 2.45pm

l
l
l

What support can you put in place to make the assessment process more manageable?
Feedback from the recent exams to understand areas where lower attaining students could
improve in their written and oral exam responses
Help learners analyse the types of questions and assessment demands
Getting underneath the surface of the questions – what the examiners are really looking for?

Teaching skills and raising the confidence for your lower attaining
students
l
l
l

Jonathan Mumford is a
consultant and Professional
Tutor in education who works
at Liverpool Hope University
delivering ITT training. A current
AQA examiner, he has taught
French and Spanish for 16 years
in in a mixed comprehensive
school in Merseyside with
the last 8 of those as Head of
Languages. He has a proven
track record of outstanding
GCSE teaching in the languages
classroom having achieved top
grades consistently, spending
over 12 years in an Ofstedrated Outstanding school. His
passion is teaching and learning
and a particular area of focus
is enthusing and inspiring
language students to achieve
well and thrive. He prides himself
on being a forward thinking
and innovative classroom
practitioner.

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Teachers of AQA GCSE
French

l

Heads of Languages or
Heads of French

l

Heads of Teaching &
Learning

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Provide effective, evidencebased, practical and
motivational methods to
overcome the challenges for
mid-attaining and lower level
students

l

Develop student potential
and enable them to perform
with increased success in all
aspects of the examination.

l

Gain insight into ways to
refresh course content to
engage demotivated or
struggling students.

l

Take away practical
strategies to support
students in the key pitfalls

2.45 – 3.45pm

Difficult vocabulary made simple so as to raise confidence and familiarity with the ability in
particular who often find this area demotivating due to unfamiliarity.
Retrieval practice
Build in intervention strategies to effectively support and drive students who are not doing as
well as they should be

IN SCHOOL INFO

COURSE LEADER

12.00 – 1.00pm

The shorter writing tasks: what the examiners expect to see and how to ensure that this is
what you put in.
The extended writing tasks: what the examiners want and how to meet this.
Using wide-ranging vocabulary to make your writing more interesting.
Complexity is the key – how to make writing better not longer.
Grammar pitfalls – what is wrong and why?
Active vocabulary learning : techniques that work

Lunch and informal discussion

l

LOCATION/DATE
London
Monday 06 March 2023
Monday 26 June 2023

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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A-LEVEL

NEW: PREPARING FOR THE 2023 AQA A-LEVEL
SPANISH EXAMS
CODE 9322

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This brand new course for 2023 is designed for new and experienced teachers of AQA A-Level
Spanish, and addresses teacher concerns, such as ‘am I doing it right?’ and ‘Am I going to
prepare for the written papers well enough?’. This course will explore a number of strategies to
improve confidence and understanding of exactly what the examiner is looking for.

Esmeralda Salgado is an
Advanced Skills Teacher, with
over 20 years’ experience,
most recently in Ely,
Cambridgeshire as Head of
MFL and Digital Learning Lead
at a prestigious independent
school. She provides training
for Languages teachers,
especially regarding the use
of technology and writes an
educational blog, where she
reflects on different aspects
of Languages teaching and
learning. She has published a
Spanish Grammar book set up
on a lexicogrammar approach.
She is passionate about
languages and sharing good
practice among colleagues
which led her to be a 2022
Silver Award winner in the
Pearson National Teaching
Awards.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Preparing for the 2023 Exams: learning from the past!
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 11.00am

The assessment demands of all components in the highest grades: Mastering the Magical
Powers
Considering the most effective models for delivery of the course: the language journey and
preparing students for the demands of the exam
Feedback from examiners: what do examiners look for at the top levels?
Recognising the common pitfalls that causes students to miss out on A/A* grades

Discussion: coffee break

11.00 – 11.15am

Strategies to prepare students for Paper 1: Listening, Reading
and Writing

11.15 - 12.30pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

What are the examiners looking for in top level performance, in paper 1
A toolkit for teaching success in paper 1
Tackling the summaries: Dos and Don’ts to reach the highest grades and strategies to
extensively practise this section of the exam in your lessons
Translation and grammar, what is required to reach the top band and how to ensure your
teaching methods work to this
Ensuring students’ answers are really answers to the questions in free-response questions
Key discrimination questions: the gap fill task and how to tackle it

Lunch and informal discussion

Strategies to prepare students for Paper 2
l
l
l
l
l

12.30 – 1.30pm
1.30 – 2.30pm

Focus on common errors that cost marks! Having high expectations
Analysing different essay writings and discussing what are the common strands in a A/A*
performance
Teaching techniques to strengthen structure in written responses
Teaching techniques to offer relevant, detailed information with good critical analysis and
avoiding description!
Methods for students to use and manipulate grammatical structures and vocabulary

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.30 – 2.45pm

Paper 3: maximising the oral exam

2.45 – 3.45pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

Techniques to develop the viewpoints of your students and make sure they make reference to
Spanish speaking countries, analytically, when discussing topics
Analysing different students’ performances and discussing what are the common strands in a
top oral performance
Making a relevant and personal choice of topic for the Independent Research Project
Managing the Independent Research Project
Developing your students’ ability to respond readily and spontaneously to ensure that the
highest grade criteria are met
Making effective use of a wide range of vocabulary and complex structures appropriate to the
task

IN SCHOOL INFO
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LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 10 March 2023

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Teachers of AQA A-Level
Spanish

l H
 eads of Spanish and
Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Obtain teaching ideas and
approaches to effectively
prepare students for
assessments throughout
the course

l E
 xplore exemplar materials
to identify characteristics
of outstanding work
l T
 ake away key methods
for preparing students for
exam success
l D
 evelop strategies to
improve confidence in
delivering the written
paper

Cost: £269+VAT

A-LEVEL

NEW: BRILLIANT A-LEVEL SPANISH TEACHING

LOCATION/DATE
London
Wednesday 15 March 2023
Monday 03 July 2023

CODE 9321

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This new practical course focuses on strategies and approaches in teaching and learning,
to embed a culture of high expectations, high challenge and high achievement in A-Level
Spanish.
The course will cover teaching methods and approaches that maximises high achievement and
includes memorisation, retrieval, interleaving, deep practice, flipped learning, effective study
strategies, spaced repetition, flashcards, apps and more.
This course, aimed for all teachers of Spanish regardless of exam board or subject, absolutely
guarantees creative approaches and take away strategies to enhance teaching and learning in
A-Level Spanish.

PROGRAMME

TIME

The assessment demands for top grade outcomes in A-Level Spanish
and having high expectations: the iceberg model
l
l
l
l

The assessment demands of all components in the highest grades: Mastering the Magical
Powers
A learning journey: a text-based approach to master the Magic Powers
Review of the characteristics of A and A* students: anchoring in challenge and
independence
Feedback from examiners: what do examiners look for at the top levels?

A structured pedagogical approach: from the text to the students’ head
l
l
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 10.45am

10.30 – 11.30am

Cognitive science and the implications for A Level teaching
Teaching via texts to model the language, get ideas and develop analysing skills
Strategies to move students away from the text: developing research and independent skills
in all students (A learning diary)
Embedding speaking opportunities via games in lessons and mastering the skills to tackle the
stimulus card
Approaching grammar: making the link between grammar and translation
The lecture styled lesson and the Cornell method

Discussion: coffee break

11.30 – 11.45am

Easy and high impact digital tools to enhance learning

11.45 – 12.30pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

Wheel of names: spinning the knowledge. How it can be exploited at A Level at all levels!
Using Flippity to develop writing and oral skills
Using Edpuzzle to exploit videos
Using Classroomscreen to practise grammar and oral skills
Using Genially to practise oral skills
Creating a social media platform for your students with Flip

Lunch and informal discussion

Tackling literature, Film and the oral exam
l
l
l
l
l

1.30 – 2.30pm

Teaching literature and film: a holistic approach that makes student think
Maximising vocabulary learning
How to move students from describing to analysing: practical techniques
Timed writing opportunities
Tackling the oral exam: the IRP
2.30 – 2.45pm

Practical teaching and learning tips

2.45 – 3.30pm

l
l
l

The power of feedback: using digital tools to improve performance
Extensive exam practice via Exampro
Key discrimination questions: Fill in the blanks
Unleashing the skill of summarising: maximising marks

IN SCHOOL INFO

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

All Teachers of A-Level
Spanish

l

Heads of Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Use key findings from the
latest exam series to address
national areas of weakness

l

Explore practical classroom
activities to bring theory
lessons to life

l

Develop creative strategies to
accelerate learning and raise
standards

l

Take away numerous learning
strategies to ensure optimised
deliberate practice

l

Take away innovative
strategies to improve
performance of students of all
ability levels

l

Gain insights on how to stretch
and challenge high ability
students

l

Develop proven revision
strategies based around
learning Spanish for A-Level

12.30 – 1.30pm

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

Esmeralda Salgado is an
Advanced Skills Teacher, with
over 20 years’ experience, most
recently in Ely, Cambridgeshire as
Head of MFL and Digital Learning
Lead at a prestigious independent
school. She provides training for
Languages teachers, especially
regarding the use of technology
and writes an educational blog,
where she reflects on different
aspects of Languages teaching
and learning. She has published a
Spanish Grammar book set up on
a lexicogrammar approach. She
is passionate about languages
and sharing good practice among
colleagues which led her to be
a 2022 Silver Award winner in
the Pearson National Teaching
Awards.

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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A-LEVEL

TEACHING AQA A-LEVEL SPANISH FOR THE FIRST
TIME
CODE 8720

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This course is intended to provide teachers who are about to start or in their first couple of years teaching
A-Level Spanish, with all they need to teach their course effectively. It will equip delegates with the
knowledge and skills needed to become an effective A-Level Spanish teacher, focusing on the core areas
of listening, reading, speaking and writing both in terms of classroom teaching ideas and preparation for
the terminal examinations in these skill areas. This course brings a wealth of experience from the classroom
and exam marking to provide delegates with tips on how to overcome issues in the classroom and to guide
students to optimise their examination performance. The course will reflect current challenges and any
modifications to the exam system.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Key messages from the course
l

l

l

Teaching the reading and listening skills
l

l
l

l
l

l

11.15 – 11.30am

Becoming an effective teacher of speaking
l
l
l
l

l
l

l

1.30 – 2.30pm

An overview of both translation tasks – what to be most attentive of and where quick gains can be made
to boost attainment.
Key considerations and powerful strategies for teaching translation skills
Highlighting challenges of French to English translation and how to overcome them
Challenges of the English to French translation and strategies to foster student progress to further
achievement.
Importance of avoiding paraphrase to ensure accurate translation and developed responses.

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.30 – 2.45pm

Responding to literature and film

2.45 – 3.45pm

l
l
l
l

COURSE LEADER
Esmeralda Salgado is an
Advanced Skills Teacher, with
over 20 years’ experience, most
recently in Ely, Cambridgeshire as
Head of MFL and Digital Learning
Lead at a prestigious independent
school. She provides training for
Languages teachers, especially
regarding the use of technology
and writes an educational blog,
where she reflects on different
aspects of Languages teaching
and learning. She has published a
Spanish Grammar book set up on
a lexicogrammar approach. She
is passionate about languages
and sharing good practice among
colleagues which led her to be
a 2022 Silver Award winner in
the Pearson National Teaching
Awards.

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Dissecting the questions- what might the student expect to be asked?
Raising expectations and overcoming demands of responding to the stimulus.
Moving from description to analysing.
How to maximise vocabulary acquisition in every lesson

Teachers in first years of
teaching A-Level Spanish

l Teachers seeking to increase
their confidence in their
teaching of A-Level Spanish
l NQTs in MFL

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

12.30 – 1.30pm

Effective strategies for teaching translation

l

11.30 – 12.30pm

Practical ideas to create a successful Spanish classroom.
How to develop confidence through encouraging spontaneous speaking
Gain an understanding about how to embed opportunities for speaking.
Managing the demands on the teacher in the speaking test- how much is too much input?
Avoiding the pitfalls of the speaking test

Lunch and informal discussion

l

10.15 – 11.15am

Gain understanding of the ways and means that students may listen and respond and how to plan for
this.
Practical advice to enhance the teaching of listening properly and the benefit of note taking during this.
Gain understanding of the ways and means that students may translate and respond and how to plan for
this.
Practical advice to enhance the teaching of reading properly and the pitfall of skim reading.
Effective methods to assess progress and attainment in reading and listening in order to develop full
potential.
Demands of the examinations and how to prepare students successfully from first teaching and how to
develop effective curriculum provision for this.

Discussion: coffee break

l

10.00 – 10.15am

Brief discussion on challenges created by COVID for teaching and how they might exacerbate already
challenging sections of the course.
Developing knowledge regarding which part of the course to begin with and the benefits or weaknesses
for this.
Assessing the correct starting point for your students based on prior knowledge from GCSE.

LOCATION/DATE
London
Thursday 23 March 2023
Monday 05 June 2023

Gain the latest understanding
of the features of effective
teaching and learning for
A-Level Spanish.

l Address the challenges faced
by teachers where students
have missed vital lessons
caused by the Covid pandemic
and develop engaging ways to
bridge the gaps.
l Take away practical advice
for enhanced teaching and
learning in the classroom.
l Examine methods to
assess and maximise
student progress through
independence and
confidence.
l Develop students’ skills in the
four key areas of the language
acquisition.
l Increase student confidence in
the examination.
l Take away hints and advice to
enhance student performance
in the examinations in all 4 key
skills.

IN SCHOOL INFO
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This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

A-LEVEL

AQA A-LEVEL SPANISH: ACHIEVING A/A*

LOCATION/DATE
London
Wednesday 08 March 2023
Wednesday 28 June 2023

CODE 9260

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This new course will demonstrate how to guide your best students to achieve Grades A/A*
in the AQA A-Level Spanish examinations. The course will explore different strategies to fine
tune teaching and learning ideas to stretch and challenge able students and to develop their
higher-level skills. Using feedback from examinations, supported by the latest research and
rooted in a structured pedagogic journey this course aims to develop all the skills needed to
tackle the exam with the highest grades.
Although aimed at teachers of AQA A-Level Spanish, it will be of benefit to teachers of other
exam boards.

PROGRAMME

TIME

The assessment demands for A and A* students
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 11.00am

The assessment demands of all components in the highest grades: Mastering the Magical
Powers
Considering the most effective models for delivery of the course to ensure effective
assessment practice across two years
Review of the characteristics of A and A* students: anchoring in challenge and independence
Feedback from examiners: what do examiners look for at the top levels?

Discussion: coffee break

11.00 – 11.15am

Paper 1: Achieving A and A* in Listening, Reading and Writing

11.15 - 12.30pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

What are the examiners looking for in top level A and A* performance, in paper 1
A toolkit for teaching success for A and A* students
Tackling the summaries: Dos and Don’ts to reach the highest grades and strategies to
extensively practise this section of the exam in your lessons
Translation and grammar, what is required to reach the top band and how to ensure your
teaching methods work to this
Ensuring students answers are really answers to the questions in free-response questions
Key discrimination questions: the gap fill task and how to tackle it

Lunch and informal discussion

Paper 2: Key challenges for grade A and A* students
l
l
l
l
l

12.30 – 1.30pm
1.30 – 2.30pm

Focus on common errors to avoid for A and A* students
Analysing different essay writings and discussing what are the common strands in a A/A*
performance
Teaching techniques for top level students to strengthen structure in written responses
Teaching techniques for top level students to offer relevant, detailed information with good
critical analysis
Methods for students to use and manipulate grammatical structures and vocabulary at grade A
and A* level

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.30 – 2.45pm

Paper 3: Speaking: Stretching and challenging able students for A/A*

2.45 – 3.45pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

Techniques to develop the viewpoints of your students and make sure they make reference to
Spanish speaking countries, analytically, when discussing topics
Analysing different students’ performances and discussing what are the common strands in an
A/A* oral performance
Making a relevant and personal choice of topic for the Independent Research Project
Managing the Independent Research Project
Developing your students’ ability to respond readily and spontaneously to ensure that the
highest grade criteria are met
Making effective use of a wide range of vocabulary and complex structures appropriate to the
task

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

COURSE LEADER
Esmeralda Salgado is an
Advanced Skills Teacher, with
over 20 years’ experience, most
recently in Ely, Cambridgeshire
as Head of MFL and Digital
Learning Lead at a prestigious
independent school. She
provides training for Languages
teachers, especially regarding
the use of technology and writes
an educational blog, where she
reflects on different aspects
of Languages teaching and
learning. She has published a
Spanish Grammar book set up
on a lexicogrammar approach.
She is passionate about
languages and sharing good
practice among colleagues
which led her to be a 2022 Silver
Award winner in the Pearson
National Teaching Awards.

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Teachers of Spanish A-Level

l

Heads of Spanish

l

Heads of Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

l

l

l

l

Focus on identifying the
demands of Grades A/A*
and providing strategies
to help teachers prepare
students effectively
Recommendations for
moving students on from
being GCSE-describers to
A-Level-analysers
Mark schemes and
Examiners’ Reports will
be analysed to clarify the
requirements of the highest
levels.
Sample answers at Grades
A/A* will be examined
A wide range of strategies
will be shown to cover the
content effectively while
focussing on the exam
skills required to access the
highest grades in each paper

Cost: £269+VAT
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A-LEVEL

REFRESHED AND REINVIGORATED APPROACHES
TO TEACHING A-LEVEL SPANISH
CODE 8722

LOCATION/DATE
London
Monday 06 March 2023
Friday 16 June 2023

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This course seeks to reinvigorate your teaching practice and will take a fresh look at how to
maximise the potential of your A-Level class. It will explore how to make a successful transition
from GCSE to A-Level ensuring that pupils have developed the knowledge and skills to make the
best possible start to their A-Level study before exploring a range of approaches and strategies
for teaching both Language and Literature to invigorate and refresh teaching methods and
strategies.

Tim Guilford is an experienced
education professional who
held the role of Deputy Head
of a London School for a
number of years until recently.
He is currently working as a
consultant and trainer providing
professional development
in teaching and learning for
Modern Languages as well as
leadership and management,
coaching and mentoring, and
revision skills workshops to
students. Tim has significant
experience as a senior examiner
and as an Ofqual consultant for
A-Level, and is co-authoring a
new IGCSE textbook.

The day is practically focussed, and will explore a range of active approaches, for teaching
the unseen translation and the texts, throwing different perspectives into play to stretch able
students and bring a creativity into teaching.
This new course is aimed at all teachers who are looking to refresh their teaching, and expand
their range of approaches, styles, creativity and rigour. Focus will be placed also on the most
challenging parts of the course.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Making the Leap from GCSE to A-Level
l
l
l

Discussion: coffee break

10.45 – 11.00am

Preparing to Succeed in Unseen Translation: Creative Teaching
Approaches

11.00 – 12.00pm

l
l
l
l

Effective methods for helping learners to build on and develop their range of vocabulary.
Proven strategies to help students recognise linguistic structures most commonly used
Practical ways to ensure students create both accurate and fluent translations every time.
Effective strategies to stretch the A/A* students

Succeeding in Comprehension: reinvigorated Teaching Approaches
l
l
l

12.50 – 1.50pm

Reinvigorated Approaches to the works

1.50 – 3.00pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

Artistic Purpose – Why does the author or director do what they do?
What is analysis/evaluation and where do you need to be?
How the questions work
Three way connection planning
Planning your essay – ensuring student’s examples fit the question, and making it analytical
Speaking Card Considerations
IRP Considerations

Discussion: afternoon tea

3.00 – 3.05pm

Focus on exams

3.05 – 3.45pm

l
l
l

How to maximise marks in translation questions
How to make the most of past papers, marks schemes and specimen scripts
Revision tips to ensure examination success

IN SCHOOL INFO

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Heads of Languages

l

All teachers of A-Level
Spanish

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Take away proven strategies,
approaches and methods for
teaching the set texts

l

Gain invaluable insights into
how to ensure every student
reaches their potential

l

Explore in-depth the
demands of the language
and literature papers

l

Take away creative ideas for
teaching the course

l

Increase your understanding
of common pitfalls in the
exams and how to avoid
them

l

Discover how to stretch your
highest ability students

l

Find out how to adapt
your teaching to the prior
knowledge of your students

12.00 – 12.50pm

Useful ways to develop comprehension skills
Practical strategies for students to use in approaching the comprehension paper to maximise
marks
Practical workshop

Lunch and informal discussion

l

22

10.00 – 10.45am

Progression from GCSE to A-Level in language and literature
Designing the GCSE scheme of work to ensure A-Level success
Key areas to focus on from GCSE at the start of the A-Level, especially if learning has been
disrupted.

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

A-LEVEL

NEW: AQA A-LEVEL SPANISH: HIGH IMPACT
DIGITAL STRATEGIES TO ACCESS TOP MARKS

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 20 January 2023

CODE 9261

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This new course is intended for teachers of Spanish who are willing to innovate in the classroom
and adopt a blended learning approach to teach A-Level Spanish. The course will highlight
a wide range of digital tools aiming to support the teaching and learning journey, while
developing the skills students needed to succeed in the final A-Level exam.

Esmeralda Salgado is an
Advanced Skills Teacher, with
over 20 years’ experience, most
recently in Ely, Cambridgeshire as
Head of MFL and Digital Learning
Lead at a prestigious independent
school. She provides training for
Languages teachers, especially
regarding the use of technology
and writes an educational blog,
where she reflects on different
aspects of Languages teaching
and learning. She has published a
Spanish Grammar book set up on
a lexicogrammar approach. She
is passionate about languages
and sharing good practice among
colleagues which led her to be
a 2022 Silver Award winner in
the Pearson National Teaching
Awards.

The course will equip delegates with the knowledge and skills needed to tweak, easily, more
traditional approaches to teaching and learning through the use of digital games and digital
platforms to enhance the learning experience and motivate students to continue learning,
independently, beyond the classroom, a key element for success at A-Level.
The course is designed for those teaching students of all abilities in A-Level Spanish and
although the examples will be for AQA, it will be of use to those following other exam boards.

PROGRAMME

TIME

What is needed for A Level success in the Spanish AQA examination
l
l
l

10.00 – 11.00am

Understanding the course, the expectations of the exam board and how to share such
expectations with students: the MFL Sixth Form Handbook
A step guide to teaching A Level through texts and listening tasks to develop fluency, thinking
skills, cultural knowledge and own ideas
Blended learning at A-Level: Where does it fit? Why? How?

Discussion: coffee break

11.00 – 11.20am

Easy to use High Impact Digital Tools

11.20 - 12.30pm

l
l
l
l
l

Wheel of names at A-Level: spinning the game. Creating simple but high impact A-Level tasks
at all levels.
Flippity for developing oral and writing skills
Quizziz: the next level quizzing tool
Classroomscreen: The Interactive whiteboard
Padlet: developing collaborative work

Lunch and informal discussion

More sophisticated High impact Digital Tools for all skills
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

Teachers of A-Level Spanish,
regardless of experience

l

Teachers seeking to increase
their use of digital tools at
A-Level

l

Heads of Departments
seeking to implement an easy
approach to blended learning

l

NQTs in Languages

1.30 – 2.30pm

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Explore the value of
technology in AQA A-Level
Spanish lessons

l

Discover the benefits of
blended learning in your
lessons to improve student
outcomes

l

Gain insight into uses of
technology that aid student
progress

l

Establish protocols for
safe and sensible usage of
technology in the classroom

l

Discover and take away
exciting, practical ideas that
will reinvigorate your teaching

2.30 – 3.30pm

Easy games to discuss the literature text and the film
Using Digital tools to provide feedback
Fostering independence in our A-Level students: Podcasts, Quizlet
Exam practice in another dimension: Google Forms and Deck Toys

IN SCHOOL INFO

l

12.30 – 1.30pm

Genially at A-Level: let’s make them speak, and analyse!
Flip: our lesson social media platform
EdPuzzle: developing listening skills via authentic, engaging videos
Snapchat Avatars: having fun with speaking

Developing exam skills and providing feedback with digital tools

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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GCSE

NEW: TEACHING SPEAKING BRILLIANTLY IN GCSE
SPANISH
CODE 9355

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This new practical course focuses on strategies and approaches in teaching and learning, to
embed a culture of high expectations, high challenge and high achievement for Speaking in
GCSE Spanish.

Esmeralda Salgado is an
Advanced Skills Teacher, with
over 20 years’ experience, most
recently in Ely, Cambridgeshire as
Head of MFL and Digital Learning
Lead at a prestigious independent
school. She provides training for
Languages teachers, especially
regarding the use of technology
and writes an educational blog,
where she reflects on different
aspects of Languages teaching
and learning. She has published a
Spanish Grammar book set up on
a lexicogrammar approach. She
is passionate about languages
and sharing good practice among
colleagues which led her to be
a 2022 Silver Award winner in
the Pearson National Teaching
Awards.

The course will cover teaching methods and approaches that maximises high Speaking
achievement and includes memorisation, retrieval, interleaving, deep practice, flipped learning,
effective study strategies, spaced repetition, effective use of digital technology and more.
This course, aimed for all teachers of Spanish regardless of exam board or subject, absolutely
guarantees creative approaches to Speaking and take away strategies to enhance the teaching
of Speaking in GCSE Spanish.

PROGRAMME

TIME

The role of cognitive science and the learning journey: What’s the core?
l
l
l
l

10.45 – 11.00am

The demands of the GCSE exam and how to set up the right foundations
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

Developing creativity and stickability via grammar
l
l

12.15 – 1.15pm

l
l
l
l

The 1,2, 3 big technique
Practical strategies and activities to achieve fluency: making students fly!
Digital Tools to develop fluent oral output and creativity
The power of retrieval practice and “machacamiento” of structures to hone improvisation
techniques
Modelling the thinking process to tackle the General Conversation: Practice, Practice

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.45 – 3.00pm

Aiming high in the Roleplay and the Photocard

3.00 – 4.00pm

l
l
l

l

A
 ll Teachers of GCSE Spanish

l


H
 eads of Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Use key findings from the latest
exam series to address national
areas of weakness

l

Explore practical classroom
activities to bring theory
lessons to life

l

Develop creative strategies to
accelerate learning and raise
standards

l

Take away numerous learning
strategies to ensure optimised
deliberate practice

l

Take away innovative strategies
to improve performance of
students of all ability levels

l

Gain insights on how to stretch
and challenge high ability
students

l

Develop proven revision
strategies based around
Speaking Spanish for GCSE

1.15 – 1.45pm

The role of grammar teaching in the language learning journey
A lexicogrammar approach to teaching grammar effectively
Gamifying grammar practice for effective scaffolded output

Planning spontaneity and Fluency: aiming high in the General Conversation 1.45 – 2.45pm
l

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

11.55 – 12.15pm

Getting students to start speaking with scaffolds: the power of Sentence Builders
Practical strategies and activities for scaffolded practice: the role of gamification to achieve
oral fluency and increase motivation
Digital tools to develop oral output via scaffolding
Tips and techniques to build confidence asking

Lunch and informal discussion

l

11.00 – 11.45am

What is required to achieve a top band mark and how we get there: the Magical Powers
Anchoring in challenge and sharing high expectations from day one
The role of vocabulary
Interactional language in the classroom
The role of modelling in developing oral skills: Practical strategies

Practical strategies to achieve fluency at GCSE: Scaffolded Practice
l

10.00 – 10.45am

The role of motivation
How our memory works when it comes to learning a language and the implications in the
classroom
A lexicogrammar approach to tackle fluency for all
The learning journey: what’s the core? and how it fits with the GCSE course: the importance
of planning. How can this be completed in the exam environment?

Discussion: coffee break

Tackling the Roleplay
Tackling the Photocard
Innovative ways to practise the Photocard

IN SCHOOL INFO
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LOCATION/DATE
London
Thursday 15 June 2023

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

GCSE

NEW: BRILLIANT TEACHING OF GCSE SPANISH

LOCATION/DATE
London
Thursday 29 June 2023

CODE 9326

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This new practical course focuses on strategies and approaches in teaching and learning, to embed a culture
of high expectations, high challenge and high achievement in GCSE Spanish.

Esmeralda Salgado is an
Advanced Skills Teacher, with
over 20 years’ experience, most
recently in Ely, Cambridgeshire as
Head of MFL and Digital Learning
Lead at a prestigious independent
school. She provides training for
Languages teachers, especially
regarding the use of technology
and writes an educational blog,
where she reflects on different
aspects of Languages teaching
and learning. She has published a
Spanish Grammar book set up on
a lexicogrammar approach. She
is passionate about languages
and sharing good practice among
colleagues which led her to be
a 2022 Silver Award winner in
the Pearson National Teaching
Awards.

The course will cover teaching methods and approaches that maximises high achievement and includes
memorisation, retrieval, interleaving, deep practice, effective study strategies and metacognition, spaced
repetition and digital tools to maximise the teaching and learning experience of Spanish.
This course, aimed for all teachers of Spanish regardless of exam board or subject, absolutely guarantees
creative approaches and take away strategies to enhance teaching and learning in GCSE Spanish.

PROGRAMME

TIME

The assessment demands for top grade outcomes, the role of cognitive
science applied to languages and designing a rich learning journey
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

What is required to achieve a top band mark: the Magical Powers
The role of vocabulary learning
How to develop intrinsic motivation to tackle these demands
Anchoring in challenge: the power of high expectations for ALL
How our memory works and implications in the classroom
The learning journey and planning for fluency for ALL
Adopting a lexicogrammar approach to accelerate learning for ALL: to engage low performance
students while stretching high ability learners: adaptive teaching

Discussion: coffee break

10.45 – 11.00am

Setting up the foundations: the role of Modelling and the listening/ reading
GCSE exams
l
l

l

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l

3.00 – 3.10pm

Fostering independent learning skills in our students

3.10 – 4.00pm

l
l

l

l


H
 eads of Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Use key findings from the latest
exam series to address national
areas of weakness

l

Explore practical classroom
activities to bring theory
lessons to life

l

Develop creative strategies to
accelerate learning and raise
standards

l

Take away numerous learning
strategies to ensure optimised
deliberate practice

l

Take away innovative strategies
to improve performance of
students of all ability levels

l

Gain insights on how to stretch
and challenge high ability
students

l

Develop proven revision
strategies based around
learning Spanish for GCSE

2.15 – 3.00pm

Modelling the thinking process for both the General Conversation and the Writing exam
Making the link between the oral and writing skills
“Machacamiento” of structures and retrieval practice techniques to hone improvisation
Tackling the roleplay and the photocard: innovative use of technology
Innovative ways to practise writing, including Project Based Learning

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

A
 ll Teachers of GCSE Spanish

1.15 – 2.15pm

Tackling the GCSE oral and writing exams
l

l

12.30 – 1.15pm

Planning fluency
Practical, fun and engaging activities and strategies to develop fluency
Innovative ways to develop spontaneity via digital tools
Adaptive teaching to support and stretch students as needed via challenge

Lunch and informal discussion

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

11.45 – 12.30pm

Fluency at the core: tackling the GCSE exam components
Structured practice with scaffolds: practical ideas and strategies
Planning for interleaving, spacing and retrieval to reinforce, stretch and challenge
Using digital tools to support structured output
Checking for understanding and the use of questions
A lexicogrammar approach to teaching grammar

Planning and developing fluency as part of the GCSE course
l

11.00 – 11.45am

The role of modelling and practical modelling strategies and activities via adaptive teaching
How to train students for the listening GCSE Spanish exam? what examiners say?: a 7 step approach to
tackling the listening.
Tackling the Reading exam and the power of high frequency vocabulary.

Scaffolded and structured practice: teaching oral and writing skills brilliantly
l

10.00 – 10.45am

Developing independent learners via metacognition: practical strategies to maximise deliberate
independent thinking time and retrieval in lessons, the power of “outformation”.
Using the language of the exam/grade descriptors
Revision strategies and innovative use of technology: underpinning deliberate revision techniques such
as interleaving and deliberate practice revision
Mastering exam technique strategies

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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GCSE

NEW: GCSE SPANISH: AIMING FOR GRADES 8-9

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 03 March 2023
Friday 23 June 2023

CODE 9332

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This course is specifically aimed on ensuring your GCSE Spanish students achieve the highest
marks. It will focus on exploring the characteristics of work produced by students at the highest
levels and delve into a range of teaching materials and strategies, designed to ensure that
students achieve the top grades of 8 and 9.

PROGRAMME

TIME

The assessment demands for top grade outcomes in GCSE Spanish
l
l
l
l

Discussion: coffee break

10.45 – 11.00am

Stretching and challenging your more able students

11.00 – 11.30am

l
l
l
l

Analysing Grade 8/9 responses to increase opportunities for high grades in GCSE Spanish
strategies to ‘read around’ unfamiliar words and phrases
Strategies to promote ‘high order thinking skills’ not ‘more of the same’
Encourage students to create effective study materials

Maximising exam performance: review where top marks are lost and
how to avoid them
l
l
l
l
l

12.15 – 1.15pm

Exemplar Grade 8 and 9 Answers

1.15 – 2.00pm

l
l
l

Grade descriptors, activities, practical teaching strategies
Model answers for Paper 1, Paper 2, Paper 3, and Paper 4
Candidate style answers and commentaries – what examiners look for
Peer marking and its role in improving skills – teaching students how an examiner recognises
a top band answer

Effective Feedback for Grade 8/9 Students – Comments, not Marks
l

l
l
l

2.00 – 2.45pm

Feedback strategies to stretch able GCSE Spanish students to maximise their potential
– asking questions as feedback, no mark - just feedback, amending answers using mark
schemes
Feedback suggestions that challenge and move forward high grade students
What an examiner looks for in a top band essay using exemplars
Going beyond a template, getting students to understand what a top-grade essay looks like

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.45 – 2.50pm

Preparing For Exam Success

2.50 – 2.00pm

l
l
l
l

Georgina Irving

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

All Teachers of GCSE
Spanish

l Heads of Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Take away teaching ideas
and approaches that
challenge and develop
grade 8 and 9 students

l

Explore exemplar GCSE
Spanish materials to
identify characteristics of
outstanding work

l

Develop creative strategies
to accelerate learning and
raise standards

l

Take away strategies and
approaches to maximise
students’ marks in the
examination

l

Scrutinise and discuss
exemplar grade 8 and 9
answers

l

Insights into what success
looks like in examinations

l

Find out more about
giving the most effective
feedback to 8/9 calibre
students

l

Gain insights on how to
stretch and challenge high
ability students

11.30 – 12.15pm

Ensuring your grade 8/9 students know exactly what examiners are looking for, how to
structure answers, and the skills needed
Embed Assessment Objectives in GCSE Spanish – Staying focused on the end-goal
Excellent starters and plenaries
How to best approach and structure high mark exam questions to achieve top band
Teaching strategies which maximise marks in the exams’

Lunch and informal discussion

l

Effective teaching strategies to support your high ability GCSE Spanish students in preparing
for examinations
3 steps to revision success
How to get high ability students to take ownership of their GCSE Spanish revision
Balancing exam technique and specification requirements whilst encouraging student
engagement with Spanish in the wider world and signposting to A-Level

IN SCHOOL INFO
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10.00 – 10.45am

What are the barriers to attaining high grades?
What is required to achieve a top band mark and how do we get there
Review characteristics of Grade 8-9 GCSE Spanish students in the GCSE
Lessons learnt from the 2022 examination series – what students need to do to ensure that
they achieve the highest grades in 2023

COURSE LEADER

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

GCSE

TEACHING GCSE SPANISH FOR THE FIRST TIME

LOCATION/DATE
London
Thursday 02 March 2023
Thursday 29 June 2023

CODE 9038

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This course is intended to provide teachers who are about to start or in their first couple of years
teaching GCSE Spanish, with all they need to teach their course effectively.
It will equip delegates with the knowledge and skills needed to become an effective GCSE Spanish
teacher, focusing on the core areas of listening, reading, speaking and writing both in terms of
classroom teaching ideas and preparation for the terminal examinations in these skill areas. This
course brings a wealth of experience from the classroom and will also consider assessment,
feedback and interventions to prepare all students to achieve and exceed their target grades.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Overview of the GCSE Spanish course including challenges and what
to expect from pupils
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 10.40am

Understanding the course, the expectations of the exam board and how to start meeting these
from day 1 of its delivery
Designing a curriculum that helps to prepare students for the expectations of the specification
Understanding the assessment objectives and how they feature in effective curriculum design
Developing an understanding of what a grade 8/9 student’s performance looks like, and how to
get there

Discussion: coffee break

10.40 – 11.00am

Teaching Reading and Listening Skills

11.00 – 12.00pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

Gain understanding of the ways and means that students may listen and respond and how to plan
for this.
Practical strategies to teach listening effectively
Learn the ways and means that students may translate and respond and how to plan for this.
Practical approaches to teach reading effectively; including avoiding the pitfalls of skim reading.
Effective methods to assess progress and attainment in reading and listening
Demands of the examinations and how to prepare students successfully from first teaching

How to Teach Speaking Effectively
l
l
l
l
l
l

12.00 – 1.00pm

How to develop students’ speaking skills in preparation for the speaking exam
How to structure teaching to ensure that all students build confidence in teaching spontaneous
speaking
Gain practical strategies to embed speaking skills by using engaging games
Managing the demands on the teacher in the speaking test- how much is too much input?
Avoiding the pitfalls of the speaking test
Responding to questions asked using the photo cards

Lunch and informal discussion

1.00 – 2.00pm

Teaching Translation Effectively

2.00 – 3.00pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

The translation tasks – where are the challenges, the quick gains?
Key considerations and powerful strategies for teaching translation skills
Highlighting challenges of Spanish to English translation and 0 to overcome them
The English to Spanish translation and strategies to encourage student progress to further
achievement.
How to avoid paraphrase to ensure accurate translation and developed responses.
Deconstructing the question- what does it really ask? Student misconseptions

Discussion: afternoon tea

3.00 – 3.05pm

The writing tasks

3.05 – 3.40pm

l
l
l
l
l

Dissecting the writing tasks at foundation tier and scaffolding them for students- what might this
look like and how to embed the scaffolding skill from the outset.
Raising expectations and overcoming demands of the writing tasks at higher tier- when to move
away from the scaffold and allow autonomy in responses.
How to maximise vocabulary acquisition in every lesson
Practical advice for classroom teaching and learning of writing skills
Best practices in teaching grammar

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

COURSE LEADER
Esmeralda Salgado is an
Advanced Skills Teacher, with
over 20 years’ experience, most
recently in Ely, Cambridgeshire as
Head of MFL and Digital Learning
Lead at a prestigious independent
school. She provides training for
Languages teachers, especially
regarding the use of technology
and writes an educational blog,
where she reflects on different
aspects of Languages teaching
and learning. She has published a
Spanish Grammar book set up on
a lexicogrammar approach. She
is passionate about languages
and sharing good practice among
colleagues which led her to be
a 2022 Silver Award winner in
the Pearson National Teaching
Awards.

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l Teachers in first years of

teaching GCSE Spanish
l Teachers seeking to increase

their confidence in their
teaching of GCSE Spanish
l NQTs in MFL

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l Gain the latest understanding

of the features of effective
teaching and learning for
GCSE Spanish.
l Address the challenges faced

by teachers where students
have missed vital lessons
caused by the Covid pandemic
and develop engaging ways to
bridge the gaps.
l Take away practical advice

for enhanced teaching and
learning in the classroom.
l Examine methods to

assess and maximise
student progress through
independence and
confidence.
l Develop students’ skills in the

four key areas of the language
acquisition.
l Increase student confidence in

the examination.
l Take away hints and advice to

enhance student performance
in the examinations in all 4 key
skills.

Cost: £269+VAT
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GCSE

NEW: PREPARING FOR THE 2023 AQA GCSE
SPANISH EXAMS

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 03 March 2023

CODE 9333

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This brand new course for 2023 is designed for new and experienced teachers of AQA GCSE
French, and addresses teacher concerns, such as ‘am I doing it right?’ and ‘Am I going to prepare
for the written papers well enough?’. This course will explore a number of strategies to improve
confidence and understanding of exactly what the examiner is looking for.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Preparing for the 2023 Exams
l
l
l
l
l
l

Discussion: coffee break

11.00 – 11.15am

Strategies to prepare students for Components 1 & 2

11.15 – 12.45pm

l
l
l
l
l

Consider lessons learned from Examiners’ Report
Examine exemplar practical work and portfolios to develop strategies to enable students to
succeed
Consider the characteristics of the most effective work against the assessment objectives
and marking criteria
Assessment – how to help students demonstrate what they need to demonstrate to
examiners between text extract and practitioner
Explore ways to deliver Component 2, including text and extract selection to maximise
student success

Lunch and informal discussion

12.45 – 1.45pm

Component 3 & 4: Am I doing this right?

1.45 – 3.00pm

l
l
l
l
l

Consider Sections A, B and C of the Paper 3
Examine exemplar responses and identify how to teach and help students get around the
common areas of error and how to achieve top grades
Explore methods of approaching Paper 4 to ensure students can meet the challenge
Marking workshop against mark scheme to identify how to go about ensuring students are
properly prepared to respond well
The demand for outstanding usage of language in the Paper 4: Writing

Discussion : afternoon tea

3.00 – 3.10pm

Develop your Action Plan to Maximise Student Success

3.10 – 3.45pm

l
l
l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Teachers of Pearson AQA
GCSE Spanish

l Heads of Spanish and
Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Obtain teaching ideas and
approaches to effectively
prepare students for
assessments throughout
the course

l Explore exemplar materials
to identify characteristics
of outstanding work
l Take away key methods
for preparing students for
exam success
l Develop strategies to
improve confidence in
delivering the written
paper

Develop an action plan to maximise student success
Review curriculum plan to ensure success
Consider range of available resources to support teachers and students

IN SCHOOL INFO
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10.00 – 11.00am

Reflections and reviews of the 2022 examination series
Clarify what examiners are looking for and how this might be addressed with students
Consider where to address the pressure points of limitations of progress during the
pandemic and how this might have been addressed in course delivery
Review what brings the most reward in exams and how to focus students to maximise
outcomes
Grade 8/9 students - identifying the subtle differences between 8 and 9 grade descriptor
Recognising the common pitfalls that causes students to miss out on Grade 8/9 grades

Juliet Park is Director of
Languages for the Share
Trust, she has been an AQA
trainer for several years with
a particular focus on GCSE.
She is a consultant for the
AET trust, an advisor to BBC
Bitesize and supports schools
nationally with training and
maximising teacher and
student performance.

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

A-LEVEL

NEW: A-LEVEL GERMAN: TEACHING FOR THE FIRST
TIME
CODE 9138

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 09 June 2023

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This course is intended to provide all teachers who are new to teaching AQA A-Level German with
everything they need to teach the course effectively. We will examine all the skill areas in detail,
along with the requirements of the main exam boards, leaving teachers feeling better prepared
and equipped for teaching this high-level course.

Wanda Marshall is a German
and French teacher of nearly
20 years’ experience. She was
formerly Head of German
in a large north London
comprehensive. She currently
teaches Edexcel A-Level
German in a sixth form college
and has also been an examiner
for AQA A-Level German (Paper
3, oral) for the past five years
so she has first hand current
experience of teaching and
examining the two main boards.

Special attention will also be paid to aspects which can be intimidating for new teachers, such as
choosing which book and/or film to teach, how to find resources and organising and conducting
the speaking exams.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Exploring the demands of the AQA A-Level German specification:
key messages
l
l
l
l
l

How can you effectively bridge the gap between GCSE and A-Level – moving from
“beschreiben” to “analysieren”.
What does a successful candidate look like?
How can you structure your teaching, if you’re teaching the course alone, or in a partnership?
What general A-Level resources are available to you and your students?
How to deal with mixed ability teaching at this level.

Listening and Reading
l
l
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 10.30am

10.30 – 11.30am

Question and task types – what do students need to do?
Vocabulary learning – how you can help students with this tricky area.
Strategies for the AQA listening exam and how you can exploit audio and transcripts to their
fullest.
Effective methods to assess progress and attainment in reading and listening.
Summary tasks – ideas for teaching and practice.
Practical advice on all aspects of AQA Paper 1 to help your students succeed

Discussion: coffee break

11.30 – 11.50am

Speaking

11.50 – 1.00pm

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

An overview – what exactly do students need to do?
Part 1, preparing for the cards, ensuring that students’ Knowledge of Society is up to date.
What resources are available to help them and you?
Part 1, how is this part of the exam structured and assessed?
IRP – helping students choose a suitable topic, both in terms of content and linguistic ability.
How to help students prepare for this part of the exam within the confines of the exam rules.
How to run the speaking exam – practical advice.
Conducting the speaking exam to ensure the best possible outcomes for your students.

Lunch and informal discussion

1.00 – 2.00pm

Film and Literature: Essay writing

2.00 – 2.55pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

Which film and work of literature to study? Some ideas and where to find suitable resources.
How to approach studying the work – different methods and how to adapt them to the
requirements of your students.
What does a good A-Level German essay look like? What are AQA examiners looking for?
Planning the essay – more important than writing? How to teach essay writing and planning.
Introducing film as an art form: learning to talk about cinematographic techniques.
Analysing literature – encouraging students to use skills they’ve acquired beyond the MFL
classroom.

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.55 – 3.00pm

Translation: into and out of German/English

3.00 – 3.45pm

l
l
l
l
l

What exactly do students need to do to reach the highest marks?
Dealing with word order and idioms – a particular problem for German!
How to minimise errors – exam techniques for all levels of student.
Checking for sense and accuracy, how to support students.
Resources to support students and teachers with translation tasks.

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l
l

l

l

ECTs in MFL
Teachers who are about to
teach A-Level German for
the first time
Those who are returning to
teaching after a break
Teachers looking to increase
their confidence in teaching
A-Level German

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

l

l

l

l

l

Gain increased confidence
for teaching A-Level
German.
Become more aware of
and able to deal with the
challenges of the course.
Take away ideas and
resources to help with
teaching all ability levels.
Examine methods to assess
and maximise your students’
full potential at KS5.
Come away with practical
plans to deal with the
decision making and
planning involved when
teaching A-Level German.
Develop students’ skills to
enable them to deal with all
three papers effectively and
successfully.

Cost: £269+VAT
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A-LEVEL

ACHIEVING A AND A* IN A-LEVEL GERMAN

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 10 March 2023
Tuesday 27 June 2023

CODE 8726

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This course will demonstrate how to guide your best students from success at GCSE to achieving
Grades A and A* in A-Level German examinations. Led by our highly respected and successful
examiner and presenter, the course will demonstrate teaching and learning ideas for all the exam
papers which will stretch and challenge able students and develop their higher level skills.
Using feedback from the 2022 examinations, the course will outline what is expected of high ability
students and explore ways to build your teaching practice around this.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Introduction: what does an A* Candidate look like? How to achieve this? 10.00 – 10.30am
l
l
l
l

From ‘beschreiben’ to ‘analysieren’ – how to bridge the gap from GCSE to A Level
How to ensure maximum exposure to the language – an overview of resources available
Aiming for Automaticity – how to achieve this
Analysis of the recent exam series – what do students need to be able to do to get an A*?

Stretching and challenging your more able students
l
l
l
l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

All Teachers of A-Level
German
Heads of Languages

Discussion: coffee break

11.00 – 11.15am

l

Reading, Writing and Translation

11.15 – 12.15pm

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING

l
l
l
l
l
l

Building vocabulary skills – using German in the classroom to improve vocabulary
Advice for answering the reading and listening questions – spotting and dealing with distractors
and misconceptions.
Tackling the toughest sentences: developing the skills needed to unpick difficult German
sentence structure and grammar.
Stretching top students with unseen texts
Best resources and ideas for helping students revise for the listening and reading
Getting students to self-monitor; routines and ideas for creating personal checklists to use in exam
conditions

Lunch and informal discussion

12.15 – 1.15pm

Exemplar A and A* Grade Answers

1.15 – 2.00pm

l
l
l
l

What are AQA examiners looking for? A breakdown of what is required by Assessment Objective –
how do the AOs connect with each other?
Planning to ensure effective use of a ‘range of vocabulary and complex structures’
Approaches to ensure ‘detailed reference to the work’
Supporting students to write fool-proof plans and giving them strategies to self-monitor under
exam conditions

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.00 – 2.15pm

The Speaking Exam

2.15 – 3.00pm

l
l
l
l

No excuses for not getting full marks for AO4 (Knowledge of Society) – easy wins for the oral exam
Major issues to cover from German speaking countries – what is current and how can you and your
students keep track?
Choosing and monitoring the IRP; what kind of titles do AQA A-Level German examiners like and
why?
Finding a suitable topic – getting a balance between interest and the level of language required to
discuss the topic.

Conducting the Speaking Exam – a masterclass/workshop
l
l
l
l

l

l

l

l

l

Focused on identifying the
demands of Grades A &
A* and providing materials
to help teachers prepare
students effectively
Recommendations for
moving students on from
being GCSE-describers to
A-Level-analysers
Mark schemes and
Examiners’ Reports will be
analysed to identify and
clarify the requirements of
the highest levels
Sample answers at Grades A
& A* will be examined
Materials will be provided
that will allow teachers to
cover the content effectively
in innovative and studentfriendly ways that push the
highest ability students

3.00 – 3.40pm

How to conduct the exam to get the best out of your students
Common pitfalls to avoid
Helping students achieve their ‘linguistic ceiling’ without scaring them into silence
What do AQA A-Level German examiners like to see/hear?

IN SCHOOL INFO
30

10.30 – 11.00am

Analysing A/A* responses to increase opportunities for high grades in A-Level German
Strategies to ‘read around’ unfamiliar words and phrases
Strategies to promote ‘high order thinking skills’ not ‘more of the same’
Encourage students to create effective study materials

Wanda Marshall is a German
and French teacher of nearly
20 years’ experience. She was
formerly Head of German
in a large north London
comprehensive. She currently
teaches Edexcel A-Level
German in a sixth form college
and has also been an examiner
for AQA A-Level German (Paper
3, oral) for the past five years
so she has first hand current
experience of teaching and
examining the two main boards.

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

GCSE

NEW: BRILLIANT TEACHING OF GCSE GERMAN

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 03 March 2023
Wednesday 21 June 2023

CODE 9327

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This new practical course focuses on strategies and approaches in teaching and learning, to embed a culture
of high expectations, high challenge and high achievement in GCSE Spanish.
The course will cover teaching methods and approaches that maximises high achievement and includes
memorisation, retrieval, interleaving, deep practice, flipped learning, effective study strategies, spaced
repetition, flashcards, apps and more.
This course, aimed for all teachers of Languages regardless of exam board or subject, absolutely guarantees
creative approaches and take away strategies to enhance teaching and learning in GCSE Spanish.

PROGRAMME

TIME

The assessment demands for top grade outcomes in GCSE German
l
l
l

10.00 – 10.45am

What are the barriers to attaining high grades?
What is required to achieve a top band mark and how do we get there
The importance of planning – how can this be completed in the exam environment?
10.45 – 11.00am

Fresh and Innovative strategies for teaching GCSE German

11.00 – 11.30am

l
l

The benefits of a flipped learning methodology for Languages
Using the Cornell method for improving retention of key information
Maximising deliberate practice and high order thinking time in lessons

Motivating and engaging low ability students
l
l
l
l

l

l
l
l
l
l

l

All Teachers of GCSE German

l


Heads of Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Use key findings from the latest
exam series to address national
areas of weakness

l

Explore practical classroom
activities to bring theory
lessons to life

l

Develop creative strategies to
accelerate learning and raise
standards

l

Take away numerous learning
strategies to ensure optimised
deliberate practice

l

Take away innovative strategies
to improve performance of
students of all ability levels

11.30 – 12.15pm

Understand the difference between low effort/low performance and high effort/low performance
Motivate low effort/low performance students by utilising alumni / careers aspirations in Languages
Engage low effort/low performance students through stimulating cooperative learning strategies
Help high effort/low performance students improve performance by modelling the use of high impact
study strategies which prioritise ‘thinking hard’
Provide unique memorisation strategies to help low ability students retain information

Strategies to promote retrieval, spacing and interleaving

Sarah Gilbert is Subject Leader
for German at Ringwood School,
and has over 15 years’ experience
of teaching German, enjoying
particular success in 2019 in
AQA GCSE German with 94%
of a very mixed cohort attaining
Grades 4-9 (91% in 2018). She is
an AQA examiner for the writing
component and has delivered
sessions at Southampton
University on CLIL teaching.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

Discussion: coffee break

l

COURSE LEADER

12.15 – 1.00pm

Memory platforms – lesson starters that maximise retrieval, interleaving and synoptic links
Memory platform examples
Potential synoptic links between knowledge and skill acquisition
Planning for interleaving, spacing and retrieval to stretch and challenge
Spaced practice

Lunch and informal discussion

1.00 – 2.00pm

Stretching and challenging your more able students

2.00 – 2.45pm

l

Coach your students on the advanced use of the Leitner System and spaced/repetition flashcard-based
apps such as Quizlet and Anki
Encourage students to create effective study materials
Strategies to promote ‘high order thinking skills’ not ‘more of the same’
Analysing Grade A/A* responses to increase opportunities for high grades in German

Gain insights on how to stretch
and challenge high ability
students

l

Develop proven revision
strategies based around
learning German for GCSE

l

l
l
l

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.45 – 2.50pm

Unpicking the exam questions and developing top level AO evaluation skills

2.50 – 3.20pm

l
l
l
l

Examples of model answers for discussion
How to support students in developing AO application skills
Examining the balance of assessment objectives
Using the language of the exam/grade descriptors

Exam revision and technique
l
l
l
l
l

3.20 – 3.50pm

Separating common content and skills mistakes
Applying simple but highly effective exam technique strategies to ensure high performance
Teaching and Learning strategies to improve AO skills
Memory and practice – the foundation of high achievement
Look into the science underpinning deliberate practice revision techniques such as dual coding and
interleaving

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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GCSE

NEW: PREPARING FOR THE 2023 AQA GCSE
GERMAN EXAMS
CODE 9354

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This brand new course for 2023 is designed for new and experienced teachers of AQA GCSE
German, and addresses teacher concerns, such as ‘am I doing it right?’ and ‘Am I going to prepare
for the written papers well enough?’. This course will explore a number of strategies to improve
confidence and understanding of exactly what the examiner is looking for.

Wanda Marshall is a German
and French teacher of nearly
20 years’ experience. She was
formerly Head of German
in a large north London
comprehensive. She currently
teaches Edexcel A-Level
German in a sixth form college
and has also been an examiner
for AQA A-Level German
(Paper 3, oral) for the past five
years so she has first hand
current experience of teaching
and examining the two main
boards.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Preparing for the 2023 Exams
l
l
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 11.00am

Reflections and reviews of the 2022 examination series
Clarify what examiners are looking for and how this might be addressed with students
Consider where to address the pressure points of limitations of progress during the
pandemic and how this might have been addressed in course delivery
Review what brings the most reward in exams and how to focus students to maximise
outcomes
Grade 8/9 students - identifying the subtle differences between 8 and 9 grade descriptor
Recognising the common pitfalls that causes students to miss out on Grade 8/9 grades

Discussion: coffee break

11.00 – 11.15am

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

Strategies to prepare students for Components 1 & 2

11.15 – 12.45pm

l

l
l
l
l
l

Consider lessons learned from Examiners’ Report
Examine exemplar practical work and portfolios to develop strategies to enable students to
succeed
Consider the characteristics of the most effective work against the assessment objectives
and marking criteria
Assessment – how to help students demonstrate what they need to demonstrate to
examiners between text extract and practitioner
Explore ways to deliver Component 2, including text and extract selection to maximise
student success

Lunch and informal discussion

12.45 – 1.45pm

Component 3 & 4: Am I doing this right?

1.45 – 3.00pm

l
l
l
l
l

Consider Sections A, B and C of the Paper 3
Examine exemplar responses and identify how to teach and help students get around the
common areas of error and how to achieve top grades
Explore methods of approaching Paper 4 to ensure students can meet the challenge
Marking workshop against mark scheme to identify how to go about ensuring students are
properly prepared to respond well
The demand for outstanding usage of language in the Paper 4: Writing

Discussion : afternoon tea

3.00 – 3.10pm

Develop your Action Plan to Maximise Student Success

3.10 – 3.45pm

l
l
l

Teachers of Pearson AQA
GCSE German

l Heads of German and
Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Obtain teaching ideas and
approaches to effectively
prepare students for
assessments throughout
the course

l Explore exemplar materials
to identify characteristics
of outstanding work
l Take away key methods
for preparing students for
exam success
l Develop strategies to
improve confidence in
delivering the written
paper

Develop an action plan to maximise student success
Review curriculum plan to ensure success
Consider range of available resources to support teachers and students

IN SCHOOL INFO
32

LOCATION/DATE
London
Thursday 09 March 2023

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

GCSE

TEACHING GCSE GERMAN FOR THE FIRST TIME

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 28 April 2023

CODE 9142

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE
We are pleased to offer this NEW course for autumn 2022, for all teachers new to teaching GCSE
German. The course is intended to provide teachers who are new to teaching GCSE German with
everything they need to teach the course effectively. We will examine all four skill areas in detail,
along with the requirements of the main exam boards, leaving teachers feeling better prepared
and equipped for teaching this course. Special attention will also be paid to aspects which can
be intimidating for new teachers, such as mixed ability teaching, stretching the more able and
organising and conducting the speaking exams.
You will come away with ideas and plans which you can use immediately in your classroom,
along with a set of board-specific sample questions and answers to use with your students, with
accompanying notes and slides.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Exploring the demands of the GCSE course
l
l
l
l
l

Listening and Reading – common approaches and issues
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

11.50 – 12.25pm

l

Question types and common errors – how to deal with both
Practical ideas for developing reading comprehension
Dealing with distractors – what to listen out for
What went well and not so well in 2022

Translations to and from German and English
l
l
l
l

12.25 – 1.00pm

How to score the highest marks – what exactly do you need to do?
Issues with word order and syntax – how to train your students to deal with this
Worked examples to share with your students
What are examiners looking for – a look back at the 2022 reports

Speaking – how to teach this vital skill effectively

2.00 – 2.45pm

l
l
l
l

The sections of the exams – how do they fit together and what should you focus on?
How to develop confidence through encouraging spontaneous speaking in the classroom.
How to balance being well prepared and the need to demonstrate spontaneity in the conversation
Asking the question – tips for students
What are examiners looking for? What do the 2022 reports say?
Running the speaking exams – top tips from an experienced examiner.

Writing – achieving the best results for all your students
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

l

l

1.00 – 2.00pm

l

l

l

Lunch and informal discussion

l

l

l

Reading skills at GCSE

l

l

ECTs in MFL
Teachers who are about to
teach GCSE German for the
first time
Those who are returning to
teaching after a break
Teachers looking to increase
their confidence in teaching
GCSE German

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING

11.35 – 11.50am

l

l

11.00 – 11.35am

Practical ideas for using the preparation time effectively
Ways of exploiting audio and transcripts in the classroom
Examples of question types with answers and notes to use with your students
Dealing with distractors – what to listen out for
What went well and not so well in 2022

Discussion: coffee break

l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

10.30 – 11.00am

Question types and how to approach them
Dealing with dual meaning texts and strategies for students
Distractors!
Bringing skills and approaches from beyond the MFL classroom – what can students already do?
Learning vocabulary – new ideas and strategies

Listening at GCSE – what makes this such a difficult skill?
l

10.00 – 10.30am

Assessing the correct starting point for your students based on prior knowledge from KS3.
What does a successful candidate look like?
How can you structure your teaching to accommodate all four skills?
What general GCSE resources are available to you and your students?
How to deal with mixed ability teaching at this level.

Wanda Marshall is a German
and French teacher of nearly
20 years’ experience. She was
formerly Head of German
in a large north London
comprehensive. She currently
teaches Edexcel A-Level
German in a sixth form college
and has also been an examiner
for AQA A-Level German (Paper
3, oral) for the past five years
so she has first hand current
experience of teaching and
examining the two main boards.

l

Gain increased confidence
for teaching GCSE German.
Become more aware of
and able to deal with the
challenges of the course.
Take away ideas and
resources to help with
teaching all ability levels.
Examine methods to assess
and maximise your students’
full potential at KS4.
Come away with practical
plans to deal with the
decision making and
planning involved when
teaching GCSE German.
Develop students’ skills to
enable them to deal with all
four papers effectively and
successfully.

2.45 – 3.30pm

Task types and how to approach them
How to incorporate variety, range and complexity to obtain the highest marks
Mixed ability teaching – how to ensure that you can cover all the bases.
Spelling and grammar – how to ensure accuracy and how accurate do students need to be?
High level structures and phrases which can be used for any question
What are examiners looking for? What do the 2022 reports say?

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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GCSE

NEW: ACHIEVING SUCCESS IN SPEAKING AND
WRITING IN AQA GCSE GERMAN

LOCATION/DATE
London
Thursday 15 June 2023

CODE 9334

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE
We are pleased to offer this NEW course for autumThis new practical course focuses on strategies
and approaches in teaching and learning, to embed a culture of high expectations, high challenge
and high achievement for Speaking and Writing in GCSE German.
The course will cover teaching methods and approaches that maximises high Speaking achievement
and includes memorisation, retrieval, interleaving, deep practice, flipped learning, effective study
strategies, spaced repetition, effective use of digital technology and more.

To be confirmed

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

This course, aimed for all teachers of German regardless of exam board or subject, absolutely
guarantees creative approaches to Speaking and Writing and take away strategies to enhance the
teaching of Speaking in GCSE German.

l

PROGRAMME

l

TIME

The role of cognitive science and the learning journey: What’s the core?
l
l

l
l

Discussion: coffee break

10.45 – 11.00am

The demands of the GCSE exam and how to set up the right foundations
l
l
l
l
l

Practical strategies to achieve fluency at GCSE: Scaffolded Practice
l
l

l
l

11.45 – 12.15pm

Getting students to start speaking and writing with scaffolds: the power of Sentence Builders
Practical strategies and activities for scaffolded practice: the role of gamification to achieve spoken
and written fluency and increase motivation
Digital tools to develop spoken and written output via scaffolding
Tips and techniques to build confidence asking questions

l

l

l

l

Use key findings from the
latest exam series to address
national areas of weakness
Explore practical classroom
activities to bring theory
lessons to life
Develop creative strategies
to accelerate learning and
raise standards
Take away numerous
learning strategies to
ensure optimised deliberate
practice
Take away innovative
strategies to improve
performance of students of
all ability levels
Gain insights on how to
stretch and challenge high
ability students
Develop proven revision
strategies based around
Speaking German for GCSE

12.15 – 1.15pm

Developing creativity and stickability via grammar
l

l

l

Lunch and informal discussion

l

l

11.00 – 11.45am

What is required to achieve a top band mark and how we get there
Anchoring in challenge and sharing high expectations from day one
The role of vocabulary
Interactional language in the classroom
Practical strategies of modelling in developing oral skills

Heads of Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING

10.00 – 10.45am

The role of motivation
How our memory works when it comes to learning a language and the implications in the
classroom
A lexicogrammar approach to tackle fluency for all
The learning journey: what’s the core? and how it fits with the GCSE course: the importance of
planning. How can this be completed in the exam environment?

All Teachers of GCSE
German

1.15 – 1.45pm

The role of grammar teaching in the language learning journey
A lexicogrammar approach to teaching grammar effectively
Gamifying grammar practice for effective scaffolded output

Planning spontaneity and Fluency: aiming high in the General Conversation 1.45 – 2.45pm
l
l
l
l

Practical strategies and activities to achieve fluency: making students fly!
Digital Tools to develop fluent oral output and creativity
The power of retrieval practice and of structures to hone improvisation techniques
Modelling the thinking process to tackle the General Conversation: Practice, Practice

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.45 – 3.00pm

Aiming high in the Roleplay and the Photocard

3.00 – 4.00pm

l
l
l

Tackling the Roleplay
Tackling the Photocard
Innovative ways to practise the Photocard

IN SCHOOL INFO
34

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

GCSE

NEW: GCSE GERMAN: AIMING FOR GRADES 8-9

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 03 March 2023
Friday 23 June 2023

CODE 9335

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This course is specifically aimed on ensuring your GCSE German students achieve the highest
marks. It will focus on exploring the characteristics of work produced by students at the highest
levels and delve into a range of teaching materials and strategies, designed to ensure that
students achieve the top grades of 8 and 9.

PROGRAMME

TIME

The assessment demands for top grade outcomes in GCSE German
l
l

10.00 – 10.45am

What are the barriers to attaining high grades?
What is required to achieve a top band mark and how do we get there

Discussion: coffee break

10.45 – 11.00am

Stretching and challenging your more able students

11.00 – 11.30am

l
l
l
l

Analysing Grade 8/9 responses to increase opportunities for high grades in GCSE German
strategies to ‘read around’ unfamiliar words and phrases
Strategies to promote ‘high order thinking skills’ not ‘more of the same’
Encourage students to create effective study materials

Maximising exam performance: review where top marks are lost and
how to avoid them
l
l
l
l
l

Ensuring your grade 8/9 students know exactly what examiners are looking for, how to structure
answers, and the skills needed
Embed Assessment Objectives in GCSE German – Staying focused on the end-goal
Excellent starters and plenaries
How to best approach and structure high mark exam questions to achieve top band
Teaching strategies which maximise marks in the exams’
12.15 – 1.15pm

Exemplar Grade 8+9 Answers

1.15 – 2.00pm

l
l
l

Grade descriptors, activities, practical teaching strategies
Model answers for Paper 1, Paper 2, Paper 3, and Paper 4
Candidate style answers and commentaries – what examiners look for
Peer marking and its role in improving skills – teaching students how an examiner recognises
a top band answer

Effective Feedback for 8/9 Students – Comments, not Marks
l
l
l
l

Feedback strategies to stretch able German students to maximise their potential – asking
questions as feedback, no mark - just feedback, amending answers using mark schemes
Feedback suggestions that challenge and move forward high grade students
What an examiner looks for in a top band essay using exemplars
Going beyond a template, getting students to understand what a top-grade essay looks like.
2.45 – 2.50pm

Preparing For Exam Success

2.50 – 3.40pm

l
l
l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

All Teachers of GCSE
German

l

Heads of Languages

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Take away teaching ideas
and approaches that
challenge and develop
grade 8 and 9 students

l

Explore exemplar GCSE
German materials to
identify characteristics of
outstanding work

l

Develop creative strategies
to accelerate learning and
raise standards

l

Take away strategies and
approaches to maximise
students’ marks in the
examination

l

Scrutinise and discuss
exemplar grade 8 and 9
answers

l

Insights into what success
looks like in examinations

l

Find out more about
giving the most effective
feedback to 8/9 calibre
students

l

Gain insights on how to
stretch and challenge high
ability students

2.00 – 2.45pm

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

To be confirmed

11.30 – 12.15pm

Lunch and informal discussion

l

COURSE LEADER

Effective teaching strategies to support your high ability GCSE German students in
preparing for examinations
3 steps to revision success
How to get high ability students to take ownership of their GCSE German revision
Balancing exam technique and specification requirements whilst encouraging student
engagement with German in the wider world and signposting to A-Level

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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BIOGRAPHIES
Stuart Glover is a renowned expert in GCSE and A-Level
French, he has been head of department and taught
till 2020. He has been chief examiner for igcse French,
Principal moderator for GCSE French at AQA for 12 years,
reviser, presenter, principal examiner for GCSE writing and
lead examiner for GCSE French. He has also examined at
A-Level for many years for the same awarding body.
Stuart has written The Pearson Revise books and practice
papers for AQA and Edexcel GCSE (new and old spec)
as well as the OUP French text book for the new GCSE
for AQA and have written the assessment materials for
Studio French GCSE for Edexcel and AQA editions of the
textbook as well as materials for online testing.
Katherine Golding is a former Head of Department
and current teacher of MFL of longstanding experience.
She has successfully prepared students for GCSE
(AQA), A-Level (Edexcel) and Pre-U examinations
in French in current and previous iterations of the
respective specifications and holds the SSAT Diploma
for Innovative Teaching. She currently teaches French
and German in mainstream comprehensive education
in South Northants and is a marker for both Pearson and
AQA. Students in her cohorts have enjoyed the highest
percentage of Grades 4-9 in the MFL Department year
on year and have gone on to study languages at Oxbridge
and other Russell Group institutions. She has both current
and historic experience and success in training both
new teachers and PGCE students in the skills needed to
teach both KS3 and GCSE classes effectively, promoting
student uptake and achieving exam success.

Jonathan Mumford is a consultant and Professional
Tutor in education who works at Liverpool Hope
University delivering ITT training. A current AQA
examiner, he has taught French and Spanish for 16
years in in a mixed comprehensive school in Merseyside
with the last 8 of those as Head of Languages. He has a
proven track record of outstanding GCSE teaching in
the languages classroom having achieved top grades
consistently, spending over 12 years in an Ofsted-rated
Outstanding school. His passion is teaching and learning
and a particular area of focus is enthusing and inspiring
language students to achieve well and thrive. He prides
himself on being a forward thinking and innovative
classroom practitioner.
Maria O’Neill spent 20 years of teaching Modern Foreign
Languages abroad and in the UK. During her career she
led Spanish and MFL Departments both in state and
independent schools teaching pupils of various ages and
abilities. For her commitment to excellence in teaching
and learning and outstanding results, she was awarded
the status of Advanced Skills teacher which allowed her
to make further difference to MFL learners in the LEA
through working with Heads of schools, delivering teacher
training and contributing to sustainable and innovative
MFL curriculum which she presented during DfE learning
visits. She is now in the final year of studying for a PhD
and sharing her knowledge and experience via training
sessions.

Tim Guilford is an experienced education professional
who held the role of Deputy Head of a London School
for a number of years until recently. He is currently
working as a consultant and trainer providing professional
development in teaching and learning for Modern
Languages as well as leadership and management,
coaching and mentoring, and revision skills workshops
to students. Tim has significant experience as a senior
examiner and as an Ofqual consultant for A-Level, and is
co-authoring the new Hodder IGCSE Spanish textbook.

Esmeralda Salgado is an Advanced Skills Teacher,
with over 20 years’ experience, most recently in Ely,
Cambridgeshire as Head of MFL and Digital Learning
Lead at a prestigious independent school. She provides
training for Languages teachers, especially regarding the
use of technology and writes an educational blog, where
she reflects on different aspects of Languages teaching
and learning. She has published a Spanish Grammar book
set up on a lexicogrammar approach. She is passionate
about languages and sharing good practice among
colleagues which led her to be a 2022 Silver Award winner
in the Pearson National Teaching Awards.

Wanda Marshall is a German and French teacher of
nearly 20 years’ experience. She was formerly Head of
German in a large north London comprehensive. She
currently teaches Edexcel A-Level German in a sixth form
college and has also been an examiner for AQA A-Level
German (Paper 3, oral) for the past five years so she has
first hand current experience of teaching and examining
the two main boards.

Chris Warrington has experience in the current and
previous iterations of the WJEC/EDUQAS specifications
for Film Studies, provided resources for the EDUQAS
GCSE key documents. He is head of Film Studies at
Highfields School, Matlock. He has written about film
for The Guardian, Future Publishing, The Big Picture,
Film Stories and more. He has also written for film and
television on a freelance basis for the last ten years.
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I loved this session and found
it so enlightening. I will bring
a lot of this practice back to
my school for discussion.
The Lays School, November 2022

A really useful day with a
range of interesting ideas to
take away. I feel more excited
about my role now!
Wycombe Abbey School,
November 2022

Another excellent session
– such an amazing speaker
with practical take-aways.
Everything I would want at a
session like this.
King’s School, November 2022

COSTS
1st delegate rate
2nd delegate rate
3rd delegate rate

£349 + VAT
£329 + VAT
£309 + VAT

Costs include:
all speaker presentations
full set of conference notes
materials, and resources

OUTSTANDING
PASTORAL
LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE

To book a place at any of our conferences or if you would
like more information, please get in touch on 01625 532974
or visit www.keynoteeducational.co.uk
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